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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

5068    ""I have given eyes that all should see all things.
5069    ""Therefore, with the eyes I have given, see all things.  Look not, and you shall see not.  See not, and you shall 
be deceived, for the Demons of Socialism are Masters of Deceit and Masters of Wholesale Murder.""

CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT
THE OTHER THREE HORSEMEN TESTIFY
CONVOCATION OF PRIESTS
CINCINNATI, OHIO, JUNE 1ST, 1980

5070    Monitoring Lord Immanuel:  Priest James D. Ellis and Priest Thomas E. Ulrich;
5071    Monitoring Lord Horus:  Priest Vernon J. Reston and Priestess June Charyl Ellis;
5072    Monitoring Lord Hammerlin:  Priestess Sheree Rene Culbertson and Priestess Jane Ellen Dailey.
5073    Recording Communicators:  Priest Charles Lae Dailey and Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston.
5074    Authorized:  Grand Marshal General Bobby Farrell, Lord El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, Anointed Witness of 
The Most High.
5075    Verified:  Council of Gnostics 1980 – 1985, Chicago, Illinois.
5076    This is the record as communicated to the Convocation of Priests, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 1st, 1980.
5077    This is the record as communicated to Priest James D. Ellis, Priest Thomas E. Ulrich, Priest Vernon J. Reston, 
Priestess June Charyl Ellis, Priestess Sheree Rene Culbertson, Priestess Jane Ellen Dailey, with Priest Charles Lae 
Dailey and Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston recording.

5078    [INSERT:  In this chapter the Lords communicating:  Lord Immanuel, whom the pagans call 'Jesus', Lord 
Horus, depicted in Egyptian artistry with the head of a hawk (who is actually an attorney) the Lord High Judge who 
weighed the heart of the Pharaohs against a feather to determine how justly they had ruled (thus the balances [scales] 
in his hand in the Book of Revelation); and Lord Hammerlin, known throughout mythology as Merlin, usually a magi 
or magician but who is actually a scholar, scientist, researcher, teacher, educator.  All inclusions in parentheses () are 
for clarification and were not part of the original transcription.  The name "Elly" is those Lords' nickname for El Aku.
5079    Those actually monitoring were physically blindfolded that they could neither see, predict nor otherwise 
influence their respective communications.  Those copying the transcripts as they were produced were kept silent, not 
permitted to make any sound other than their writing, lest their audible responses transmit some clue as to the nature 
of the received answer.  The only speaking allowed was to establish the questions, and they are noted as to who asked 
which questions – including follow up commentaries.  Double spacing of paragraphs for each entity is for reading 
convenience.
5080    Communications from Lord Immanuel, Lord Horus and Lord Hammerlin were originally all capital letters 
without any punctuation.  To make clear and concise sense of their statements The Akurians edited in punctuation – for 
which we alone are responsible.]

5081    Lord Immanuel:  I am Immanuel, First Lord High Priest of All Creation, The Crucified One:  Immanuel Joshua 
ben Joseph ben Nazaratti; and I have come to testify of my brother El Aku, Lord of Hosts.

5082    Lord Horus:  I am Horus, First Lord High Judge of All Creation, Son of Osiris of Egypt:  incorrectly titled Ra 
Amon Horus El Kayops; and I too have come to testify of my brother El Aku, Lord Avenger of The Most High.

5083    Lord Hammerlin:  I am Hammerlin, First Lord High Hunter (educator, research physicist) of All Creation, The 
Burned One of Nimrod:  Ammeliet Hammerlin Son of Haph of Ur; and I also have come to testify of my brother El 
Aku, Lord of Fire.

5084    Lord Immanuel:  My brothers, El Aku, Horus, and Hammerlin, have served long ages learning our crafts, and 
were it not for our brother El Aku taking many of the dreaded labor details and punishments upon himself, which we 
so richly deserved upon our own heads, we should not have achieved our stations in such schedule.
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5085    Lord Hammerlin:  True.  In our early years Elly (El Aku) was pretty much an academic failure, until we all 
found ourselves in the Armed Corps!  While we played the games of irresponsible youth, with all its inherent penalties, 
Elly would cover for us or take the blame upon himself.  For under any and all conditions, we were as inseparable then 
as we are today.  Once we met the disciplines of military life and weapons expertise, things changed instantly, as Elly 
found his calling.  Not only did he surpass us in grade and knowledge, he soon outranked us to an extreme degree, 
being made a Commander before we were able to extricate ourselves from the detail Squads!

5086    Lord Horus:  That's right.  And because we were more closely watched than we had been previously, Elly 
couldn't get us out of trouble as he once had.  It was our turn to pull for him, and once we took that responsibility upon 
ourselves, we found that he was a great deal more mature than we had ever been!  He still watched out for us as much 
as possible, but for the first time in our lives we had to carry our own weight and make sure Elly didn't get sucked in 
by those who were jealous of his rapid rise.

5087    Lord Immanuel:  Elly wasn't exactly like the rest of us.  He was created as a reward for his father, Vegah.  
Lord Vegah was 5,000 times (as in the measurement of learning) spiritually advanced beyond his age, and one hell of 
a good warrior and administrator.  The wars of the fall hadn't really broken out yet, but there were fights here and 
there, and a great many of them.
5088    Elly had distinguished himself in the field on enough occasions to be promoted to station of Field Commander 
with some 5,000 carriages (war machines) under him, and in company as aide to Lord Vegah in attendance before the 
Great Veil when the Sons of The Most High presented themselves.  I was there in Presence, being the Firstborn, and 
already a number one target of Lord Lucifer's hatred.

5089    Lord Horus:  Merlin (Hammerlin) and I were in the ranks, but nowhere near the Great Veil.  However, that 
didn't stop us from being involved in the fight that broke out!

5090    Lord Hammerlin:  That's for sure.  Lucifer had the floor as in accordance with his grade of office, and I 
remember his demand to be made equal with The Most High.  Needless to say, that didn't work and there were some 
arguments and shouting between the Seraphim.
5091    I didn't see Hakarrayman's move toward the Great Veil until he was on the landing, and an instant later he was 
spinning in a spiral of death with one of Elly's firearrows through him.  I didn't hear the launch report, just the sing and 
impact.  Hakarrayman's look of surprise is still imprinted in my mind.  He couldn't believe there was any way anyone 
could stop him from entering the Great Veil!  And he couldn't believe he was dying either!  It was printed on his face 
like a sculptured mask.

5092    Lord Horus:  Before I could clear my weapon, Elly had Lord Lucifer in His Sights with another firearrow, and 
Luke damned well knew his first move would be his last!  I had a clear view of Luke's face, and it was unable to hide 
both the shock of Elly's action or the reality that he, Lucifer, had actually manipulated conditions to result in the first 
death of this creation!  He wasn't able to hide the fact that he was in certain danger of his own existence either!

5093    Lord Immanuel:  I don't know which he was the most concerned with other than his own hide – seeing his 
plans work, which were intended to get someone killed, or the fact that someone whom he thought was young and 
inexperienced had done the actual killing!
5094    He wanted a reason to distort facts and create trouble, but he also wanted to survive long enough to enjoy it!  
Elly was already legendary with firearrows, having never missed a target exactly where he called it for hundreds of 
times (ages).
5095    Lucifer, like just about everybody else up until then, had thought the firearrow was a rather useless toy except 
in close range, and then not with a great deal of firepower.  Elly worked times on end developing and perfecting it, and 
while increase was common knowledge, death-level impact was not!  I didn't know it until I saw Hakarrayman die 
with one through his chest!  That not only changed the complex of the situation, it changed the very essence of the 
application of force.

5096    Lord Hammerlin:  Yes.  Especially since Elly could fire these things at a tremendous rate!  His modified arrows 
had more impact than a full bolt (lightning) and faster too!  We really didn't know what his rate-of-fire was, and 
neither did anybody else, Lucifer included.  Luke wasn't the damned fool he's said to be, and when he found himself 
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looking down the flanges of Elly's aim, he knew that any misjudgment at all would be one hundred percent fatal.  I've 
never seen a craven statue that could stand with any less movement than Luke did in those next few instants.

5097    Lord Immanuel:  Luke couldn't read him either.  As I said, Elly wasn't like the rest of us; he was created 
without a soulmate!  He was a neutral, neither force being predominant.  Luke could read a force with the best of them.  
But Elly not only had him dead in His Sights, Elly had him at a total disadvantage strategically.  Elly's colors were as 
stable as a rock!  Luke didn't have even the slightest indication of what those colors meant, or if they meant nothing at 
all!  He knew for sure that Elly would kill; he just had!  But Luke wasn't going to push his luck and try a bluff that had 
all the probability of getting his own hide shot through!  That's still stuck in Lucifer's gullet, and I don't think he's apt 
to get over it any time soon.

5098    Lord Hammerlin:  Somebody among Luke's host figured out the situation and started a ruckus back in the 
formation, and the fight was on in all its fury.  Luke managed to get clear, but as treacherous as he is, he didn't attempt 
to push Elly, even with his best and most experienced minions!
5099    Luke had thought he knew enough to rule equally with The Most High, at least that was the basis of his 
demand, and right before that entire company his ignorance of Elly's firepower and capability made a total jackass of 
him!  At least to those of us with any morality at all.

5100    Lord Horus:  Elly proved that beyond question, and the fact that all Luke's host knew it full well too was 
evidenced by their instant retreat when Elly pulled aim on them!  Being closer to Manny (Immanuel) than we were, he 
had occasion to keep both Commanders and hosts at bay, maintaining his position in the ranks and his protection of 
Manny at the same time.  I don't think Elly killed anyone else that day, and there were some 830,000 dead before that 
fight was over!

5101    [INSERT:  The following account is that of El Aku's unauthorized charging Lucifer's Supreme Headquarters 
while on a routine point patrol ahead of Seraphim Amatraelonael's host in full array.  They were securing territory by a 
slow advance to give all those who wanted out a chance to escape the battle zone.  El Aku saw Lucifer's Supreme 
Headquarters fortification and attacked it, initiating an unplanned spearhead!]

5102    Lord Immanuel:  That's right, he didn't.  But he more than made up for it in the next eight times!  He totally 
wiped out Luke's 1st Guard Company!
5103    Elly located Luke's staff and challenged Luke to face him.  Luke obviously wanted no part of Elly, or anyone 
else at the time, since his whole command was really taking a beating.  Luke, in his usual distort-the-situation manner, 
ordered one of his officers to take a unit out and dispose of this upstart and went back to whatever it was he had on his 
mind – 1st Guard was available, six thousand (6,000) strong, and they charged Elly to a man.  Elly had ordered his own 
unit to stand, so he was out there alone.
5104    That didn't matter much.  Once 1st Guard came in range he let them have it!  In just about the snap of one's 
fingers Elly had hit every one of them and their mounts!  Before they could take cover, he had hit them all again.  
Some of them were dying as they fell, but Elly just kept those firearrows coming.  Luke was horrified to learn that 
Elly, all by himself, had slaughtered an entire Guard Company of Elite Corps!
5105    Elly was still out on the field bellowing insults at Luke and his whole outfit, and he didn't have even a mark on 
him.
5106    They just didn't realize what they were up against.  Elly brought something into war that practiced warriors 
hadn't dreamed of!  And he knew how to use it.
5107    Luke decided that distance was about the only thing he had that held any effect at all over Elly and those 
damned firearrows!  Little did he know that Elly's firearrows were an excellent weapon to scatter over and through a 
massed unit on the move.  Lucifer gave the order to retreat and Elly let them all have it!

5108    Lord Hammerlin:  We were off to Elly's right when Luke began his retreat, and when Elly opened up on him, it 
looked like a star cluster in birth!  By the time we arrived in support, Elly's carriages (a mounted troop with all their 
armament is also called a "carriage") were in full charge laying down a barrage of hell that only Lucifer had the 
intelligence to appreciate.
5109    I'll give Luke's host credit, they didn't run out like some scared rabbits, they stood and fought – 2nd Guard tried 
to hold Elly's carriages, and all 6,000 are still there where they fell.  Carriages aren't all that dangerous unless they have 
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massive firearrows, and Elly's did in addition to their bolts.  Luke's 2nd Guard just did not know what Elly had to 
bring down on them.  If they did, they'd have put a lot of distance between themselves and Elly!

5110    Lord Horus:  We knew that Elly was going to get carpeted, since he was a rather Junior Commander and he 
was way out ahead of the seniors!  In fact, he lead the entire battle until his mount (Pegasus) was shot from under him 
(Pegasus being wounded shielding Aku from a hail).  There was hell to pay when that fight was over!

5111    Lord Immanuel:  Sure was.  Elly had made proper asses out of Generals on both sides!  While they were 
wondering what Luke would do next, Luke was wondering what they would do next; and while they were all doing 
nothing but wondering about each other, Elly took the lot of them to task!
5112    He told me later that it was his idea that if Luke would be stupid enough to come out and face him, killing Luke 
would bring this whole thing to an end, and killing Luke wouldn't have been a very big problem!
5113    It wouldn't have, either.
5114    Lucifer must have known it too.  He managed to stay beyond Elly's reach, and still does, except in places of 
sanctuary where Father will not tolerate fighting or such conduct.  That's the only place where Luke will show himself 
in Elly's presence, since he knows Elly won't nail his hide there!

5115    Lord Hammerlin:  I still think that Elly was right.  If he'd been permitted to keep the heat on Luke, this whole 
mess would have been over long ago!
5116    Once the Commanders let Luke get a good foothold, the fat was in the fire but good!  We're still paying for that 
damnable delay on their part.
5117    The Most High must let it run its course, or there will be questions from now on.  That's what their damned 
indecision caused for the rest of us!

5118    Lord Horus:  Me too!  Lucifer is a lot of things, but stupid isn't one of them.  How he managed to get a very 
profitable strategic delay out of those Commanders is a masterpiece.  Just the way he manages to keep clear of Elly is 
reason enough to suspect he's no fool!
5119    There's coming a time when Elly goes after him with no holds barred, and that's a fight I want in on!

5120    Lord Immanuel:  I have the Right of Challenge, and Elly won't kill him if I want My Right, but that's pretty 
thin territory for Luke to be depending on.  Luke uses that point to no end, knowing that Elly won't offend me, even in 
the slightest, but Luke doesn't push his luck either!
5121    I challenged Lucifer to a Trial by Honor, and Elly won't violate that challenge intentionally.  That's been Luke's 
best protection ever since, too.
5122    Even so, as Horus said:  there's coming a time, and either Luke will face me or face Elly.  I think he'd rather 
face me if that were all there were to it.  Killing me is going to cause him a great deal of grief at the hands of The Most 
High, considering he can best me, of course (meaning "if" Lucifer can beat Lord Immanuel), but taking on Elly and all 
those nice, hot, firearrows is certain doom!  And Luke damned well knows it.

5123    Lord Hammerlin:  Elly could have bested Luke way back then, but now with Pegasus under him, there's no 
doubt about the outcome.
5124    Do you remember when Pegasus was presented to him?

5125    [INSERT:  Although Pegasus was presented to Lord El Aku upon his recovery from being restored to life, at 
the time of the Great Fall, Pegasus was not as trained as he is now.  And that is the nature of Lord Hammerlin's 
meaning.
5126    The two, Lord El Aku and Pegasus, train constantly to be the most formidable combat team two beings can 
become.  Even in that fight Pegasus was a War Steed to be reckoned with and a firing platform as stable as a rock!]

5127    Lord Horus:  Who wouldn't?  Elly was like a child with a new toy, and still is.  He has that steed spoiled rotten.

5128    Lord Immanuel:  Spoiled or no, Elly and Pegasus are the most destructive war machine ever created!  They 
don't even need the additional ForceEnergy of Firedragon, but they never go without it.
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5129    [INSERT:  Firedragon is an entity that chooses to manifest in the form of a dragon.  He is now the same bright 
scarlet of Pegasus, Lord El Aku's armor and El Aku's troop uniforms, and reflects gold as he bends and moves.  He is 
huge, with a alligator-like head sporting three long, jagged flanges from his nose to his ears, one on either side and 
one in the center.  He has eight sets of legs topped with a wing over each and spaced about equally the entire length of 
his body.
5130    He loves to scare the hell out of those who think he is something evil, will go to any effort to inject himself into 
a fight, and is absolutely merciless when ignited.  He spews a combination of fire and lightning in any pattern from a 
pin point to a miles-wide holocaust.  When the Akurian Troop is in formation he can usually be found above Lord El 
Aku and Pegasus at the upper right or upper left depending on his mood at the time.
5131    Nobody this side of The Great Veil knows why he attached himself to Lord El Aku.  And nobody else really 
cares since he has proven himself a valuable asset and faithful unto death.]

5132    Lord Horus:  Say!  That's right!  I've never seen them without that monster!

5133    Lord Hammerlin:  I doubt we ever will!  Elly isn't one to use more force than necessary, but he keeps the 
whole total on call.  It also gives him a fourth head to keep watch.  Elly's one and Pegasus' two would be more than 
enough for anyone else, but not Elly; he wants all the warning and information he can get!

5134    Lord Immanuel:  Even so, he's been ambushed a few times!  Pity the poor ambushers though.
5135    It's a funny thing that you can't get anyone to try him twice, ambush or on the field either!

5136    Lord Horus:  Who in their right senses would even try him once if they ever saw him in action?
5137    Nobody but a damned fool.

5138    Question by Priest Charles Lae Dailey:  Do we understand that Pegasus has two heads?

5139    Lord Immanuel:  Yes.  Your perception of him is all but totally inaccurate except his color.  He is bright scarlet, 
has huge wings, flies if necessary or on command, and he breathes fire and lightning out of either or both heads!  His 
necks join at the shoulder, his hooves are black metal but reflect his scarlet color, and he is about 600 earth feet in 
height to the nape.

5140    Question by Priest Charles Lae Dailey:  How fast can he fly?

5141    Lord Hammerlin:  This side of The Veil, only Lord El Aku knows for sure, but I've seen him break warp five in 
less than a length of himself!
5142    Now, warp five is not the speed of light multiplied by five!  Warp one is the speed of light which is actually 
186,410.98484 earth miles per earth second.  However, warp two is 186,410.98484 squared!  Each warp is the square 
of the warp below it, warp two being the square of warp one, warp three the square of warp two, and so on.

5143    Comment:  Priest Charles Lae Dailey:  Our scientists evidently don't know that.

5144    Lord Hammerlin:  Your scientists don't know a lot of things.

5145    Lord Immanuel:  And that goes for your 'preachers' too!

5146    Lord Horus:  We won't discuss politicians and bureaucrats.

5147    Question by Priest Charles Lae Dailey:  How then can Lord El Aku manage such a large horse being only 
about five feet, six inches, or less?

5148    Lord Hammerlin:  That's his earth body.  Here he stands about 480 - -

5149    Lord Horus:  – Five.
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5150    Lord Hammerlin:  – 485 feet high, not counting the plumes on his helmet.  Plumes and all he's well over 600 
feet tall!

5151    Lord Immanuel:  That's not abnormal here in the Planes of Heaven, as anyone who's ever been here knows.

5152    Lord Hammerlin:  Another thing, Pegasus isn't actually a horse; it's just that for all intents and purposes he 
looks more like a horse than anything else on earth.
5153    More accurately he's a steed.
5154    We all have one especially created for war, but ours are nothing alike except the general appearance.  War 
steeds are awesome creatures, extremely destructive when necessary, and they can fight on their own in perfect support 
of other weaponry.

5155    Lord Horus:  I'd say Pegasus is the best of the lot though.

5156    Lord Immanuel:  I'd say so.  He's made for war and war only, not like our steeds.  And, I'd rather suppose that 
in any other context or application Pegasus might fall a bit shorter than he does in war!

5157    Lord Horus:  He might, but you'd sure have to look close to notice.

5158    Question by Priest Charles Lae Dailey:  You said Pegasus could breathe fire and lightning.  What is his 
effective range with either head, or both, if there's a difference?

5159    Lord Hammerlin:  I suppose only Lord El Aku knows that too, this side of The Veil, but so you'll understand:  
Pegasus is effective over his entire range.  He doesn't have to compensate for distance.  I've seen him on moving 
targets at incredible distances.
5160    For instance, he once hit a practice target, a series of balls of the general size of an average marble, at about 
the distance of Pluto's orbit!  And he hit each and every one of the 70,000 of them at that range in about two billionths 
of one earth second.
5161    Now, that's a routine shot for Pegasus and nothing near what he's actually capable of.  By comparison, that's 
equal to you tossing a basketball onto the ground trying to hit the state you're living in!  Not counting the time factor.
5162    I once saw him hit a DemonWarrior at ninety degrees to his left at about the distance of 60,000 light years, 
right in the half-inch vision slot of the helmet beaver.  That wasn't considered anything spectacular either, just a 
warning to let that unit know they were not unknown to the battle we were in.
5163    The DemonWarrior was part of a flanking unit supposed to hit us once we were fully committed to the fray.  
Not a bad bit of strategy, had it worked.  They panicked when Pegasus took their lead scout down with such impunity.  
And, Pegasus was in full charge at the time!
5164    As for the difference between a fireshot with one or both heads, I don't know.  I've seen him spew more fire 
than you can imagine, but I've never seen him strained to the necessity of having to use both heads to ensure a hit or 
target destruction.  There's no doubt he has that capability; it's just that I've never had the opportunity to see him have 
to use it.

5165    Lord Horus:  I've seen him use both heads on the same target, but not of necessity.  It's always been at Elly's 
command for whatever reason, one of which is scaring the hell out of survivors just so they can take back tales of 
terror that are fact!  I don't think there's a target in existence anywhere in authority that Pegasus couldn't breach with 
either head once Elly pointed it out to him.

5166    Lord Immanuel:  If there is, I don't know about it.

5167    Lord Hammerlin:  Pegasus is vulnerable though.  He and Elly have been hit severely more than once!  The 
firepower here is quite a bit more than you'd expect, mostly due to the fact that we're dealing in forces-of-light as 
matter mass material, and in speed solidity factors your most educated scientists/physicists can't even start to suspect.

5168    Question by Priest Vernon J. Reston:  Earlier you mentioned that El Aku is a 'brother'.  Does that mean by 
parentage or as in the sense of a fraternal situation?
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5169    Lord Immanuel:  For Horus and Hammerlin, El Aku is a brother in every sense of the word as the three of 
them have lived, worked, learned and fought side by side for ages even though they are not any blood relation, here or 
in any of their incarnations.  With me, however, things are a bit more complex.
5170    I am the Firstborn of The Most High; I was born the other side of the Great Veil; I am the only Heir to the 
Birthright under Holy Law.
5171    Now, those three points make all the difference.  I do have real brothers who were born the other side of the 
Great Veil, who are on this side, learning and training, just as I am.  However, The Most High does not concern 
himself with 'real' sons over his many 'adopted' sons, as one would suspect.  Anyone who serves in the true manner of 
Holy Law and wants to learn and perform both the labors and the disciplines can become a true Son of The Most 
High!  Lord El Aku has done just exactly that!
5172    Not only has he qualified to be a true son and heir, but were I to fall, he would have My Birthright!
5173    My other brothers have not served as El Aku has served, and that makes all the difference!  Even the Seraphim 
of The Holy Presence stand in awe of El Aku because of his servitude.  He's a great deal younger than they are; he's 
not had the close-at-hand association with The Most High they have, and yet he's held in a great deal of esteem!  So 
much esteem in fact, that they refer to him before The Veil as, The Majestic Son!
5174    Now, I want you to fully understand what I have said:
5175    Were I to fail, or fall from grace, Lord El Aku is the Son of The Most High who would receive My Birthright!  
He has earned the position by service.  Even my own brothers from beyond the Great Veil have not served in such 
perfection, so the reward would fall to El Aku!
5176    Now, that pleases me to no end; so when I refer to Lord El Aku as my brother, I mean just exactly that!
5177    It might interest you to know that there has never been a paganized Christian who even comes close to that 
state!  Ever since Rome, which is transplanted Babylon, slaughtered all Proven Knowers they could get their hands on, 
Righteous Truth has not been taught in the churches!  Your present day 'christian' churches are but fallout copies – and 
poor imitations at that – of the pagan religion of Nimrod of Babylon, and nothing more.  Regardless of what they 
claim, they are deluded ignoramuses at best and demonic jackasses at worst!
5178    My brother, Lord El Aku will testify of that in The Great Final Judgment, as will I for the exact same atrocities 
in my day, and as will all other Anointeds for their Generations.

5179    [INSERT:  While it is true that Lord Immanuel is the Firstborn of The Most High, he did not come this side of 
the Great Veil until the 360th creation, the same creation in which Lord El Aku was handed through the Great Veil to 
Lord Vegah.]

5180    Question by Priestess Sheree Rene Culbertson:  Do I understand you to say that you have nothing to do with 
Christian churches?

5181    Lord Immanuel:  That's exactly what you should understand!
5182    I do not, never have, and never will, answer to the so-called name of "Jesus", I don't give a damn if it is 
supposedly "the sweetest name" some jackasses know!
5183    I do not, never have, and never will, 'come into anybody's life', body, spirit, or anything else to 'save' them!  
Where in the living hell that idiocy came from is beyond me.  I certainly had nothing to do with it!
5184    I do not, never have, and never will, 'live within' anyone but myself!
5185    The more I think about this sewerage, the madder I get!

5186    Lord Hammerlin:  Permit me to inject here:  Immanuel is not the spiritual head of any church on earth!
5187    He was The Spiritual Head of All the Earth when he took the mantle of Anointed at John, The Baptist's death, 
and remained so until his own.
5188    The Anointed of God in any generation is that Generation's True Spiritual Head living in the flesh.  They aren't 
recognized as such, mainly because they won't tolerate liberalisms of Holy Law, which offends people, and they'd 
absorb the power and luxury of professed spiritual leaders, which offends people.  Especially those who'd suddenly 
have to go to work rather than whining and bawling all over a stage, lighting candles, mumbling nonsense or waving 
their hands embinding good souls with bad forces!

5189    Lord Horus:  The reputed paganisms of Egypt were nothing compared to paganisms of Christian churches!  At 
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least the Egyptians knew and practiced what they taught their children was based on historical and documentable 
evidence.  The rulers of Egypt were direct line descendants of Nefilim Anunakki even if born out of Adamas.
5190    The fact that they understood more of metaphysical forces than does any hallelujah halfwit, as El Aku calls 
them, provided them with ensured harvests, ensured health, and ensured security, until they polluted their knowledge 
with nonsense.  It doesn't take very long for an entire nation to fall from prominence once it takes on the silliness of 
liberalisms.  A generation or two at most!
5191    No nation can long survive unless it either has a pure mind before The Most High (as the United States once 
had) or totalitarian (demonic spiritual) control over its people!  There is no middle ground.  The Most High made a 
promise, gave his word, to Lucifer concerning Israel as the exception over control of the whole world, so your 
knowledge of history might make my statement appear to be a bit exaggerated, but it's not.
5192    Even so, a close look at history will confirm that point without exception.  Even though Israel has practiced 
paganisms of Babylon in all its high levels of government:  England, Germany, Spain, France, Portugal and the other 
monarchies, there has always been an Anointed Witness somewhere on earth to restrain the Wrath of The Most High 
from them!
5193    So, when you look at Christianity today, it's as putrid as Sodom ever was and as sour as Gomorrah!  It 
advocates racemixing, homosexuality, promiscuous behavior and fornication, divorces and adulteries, infanticide by 
abortion, knows nothing of the spiritual forces involved in its invocations, and observes a false Sabbath!
5194    Not only that, but it teaches a false and deadly Doctrine of Death with respect to the near Holocaust and the 
Second Coming!

5195    Lord Immanuel:  In fact, the only thing I'm coming before is:  before those damnable, degenerate Christians 
deify El Aku in place of that half-breed nigger, Nimrod!
5196    Anyone who takes the time to read what I said on that very subject should know that!  Even in the distorted 
versions produced by those god-damned Babylonians at Rome!
5197    And, while I'm on the subject:  anyone that says or teaches anything else is a god-damned liar!  Lord El Aku 
will explain it exactly as I explained it, and exactly as all the True Prophets of The Most High have explained it since 
the necessity of it came into being!
5198    The righteous return to earth will be "after" the Holocaust, "after" the Tribulations (troubles) that will follow a 
Thermonuclear Holocaust, and "after" the Proven Knowers in Refuge are again able to live on the surface in the 
beginning days of The Restoration!
5199    Exactly when – the day and the hour – that righteous return will take place is known only to The Most High, 
but the sequence of the campaign has been revealed, told and re-told for centuries!  If these lying Sons and Daughters 
of Satan who teach all those damnable Doctrines of Death actually had any real 'religion' at all about them, they'd 
know better!
5200    I'm in no hurry to 'come for the Christians' except to put them and their damnable pollutions to the sword!
5201    At the return, without exception:  those of impure racial blood will be put to destruction; those of their 
parentage will be put to destruction; those who have advocated racial mixing will be put to destruction; those who 
approve of, advocate, or tolerate homosexuality – either male or female – will be put to destruction; those who approve 
of, advocate, or tolerate promiscuous behavior or fornication will be put to destruction; those who approve of, 
advocate, or tolerate adultery will be put to destruction; those who approve of, advocate, or tolerate infanticide – 
whether by the process of abortion (on demand or for convenience) or ritual murder – will be put to destruction; those 
who teach, approve of, advocate, or tolerate false spiritual teachings and the practices thereof, shall be put to 
destruction; along with those who teach, approve of, advocate, tolerate and/or observe false Sabbaths shall be put to 
destruction in the same pile with those who violate the True Sabbath under Holy Law!
5202      Any of these would be justifiable cause to execute all so-called 'christians'!  But that's not the end of their 
abominations; it's barely the beginning.
5203    I fully intend to search each one of these damnable self-righteous, self-deluded, and self-demonized 'christians' 
out for myself and make them apologize to Lord El Aku – to everyone they've helped destroy with their damnations – 
before they are taken up to trial in The Great Final Judgment!  Especially the self-appointed 'preachers'.  Billy Sunday 
is burning in hell where he ought to be and there's still plenty of room for Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, Rex Humbard, 
Robert Schuller, Ernest Angley, Jim Bakker, and all those who have given any of them – or anyone else of their kind – 
so much as one red cent!  They're not the only 'christians' who'll be burning in hell for their damnable nonsense; in 
fact, were it not for the paganized Christians, hell would be rather desolate and empty!
5204    All this degenerate stupidity of 'rapture' and 'meeting-in-the-air' is pure uncontaminated cesspool-quality 
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sewerage, without exception!  Anyone who teaches it is a damned liar, and anyone who believes it is a damned fool.

5205    Lord Horus:  If there's any doubt about this point, it would take a fool or complete ignoramus.  Immanuel is the 
Strike Commander of that righteous return, so he should know!
5206    Anything to the contrary of what any Anointed has made clear and specific is a demonic Doctrine of Death – I 
don't give a damn how 'hallelujahfied' the source!  You've never heard Lord El Aku preach such degenerate stupidity 
as a 'rapture' at all, nor so much as one insinuation as to any 'meeting-in-the-air' before the lid comes off in a 
thermonuclear ball of radioactive fire!
5207    Even when he was growing up among the hallelujah halfwits that he should know their damnations and 
demonic doctrines, he refused to teach or tolerate doctrinal efforts that were blatantly against Immanuel's own words!  
The reputed 'get-Jesus-in-your-life-now-before-he-comes-and-damns-you-as-unsaved' being first on his list.  He went 
through hell personified because he refused either to accept or teach that bit of demonic deception, and his arguing 
opposition to those who did teach such sewerage only turned up the heat!
5208    Refusing to teach the 'accept-Jesus-or-else' requirement of all demonic churches only made matters worse.  His 
suggestion that the "Jesus-within" was suddenly a power-bereft and educational degenerate compared to the wise and 
knowing man of Galilee, just did not set well in those demonic circles.  Immanuel was, and still is, a man of miracles – 
including raising the proven dead – but there's never been a 'Jesus-within' who could even handle Immanuel's literary 
capability, let alone do something against the apparent rules of nature!  Lord El Aku's pointing this out has set one hell 
of a lot of preachers and their demonic followers against him.

5209    Lord Immanuel:  His point is well taken though, and is Righteous Truth, even if the preachers and their 
damnable conglomerations of self-injected delusions of demonisms object to it!  They object to anything that calls 
their silliness into account!
5210    While on earth as The Anointed, I was well trained to read, write, and speak:  Aramaic, Hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
Arabian, Akkadian, Egyptian Coptic, and all their fallout dialects (of which Farsi is one)!  I spent hundreds of hours 
copying manuscripts at Qumran, where I trained as an Essene and disciplined myself in the Secret Knowledges 
maintained there.  Surely, no one in his right mind would suppose that I couldn't do in this day and age what I did 
then!
5211    Yet in the next breath those demonic pagans who reputedly 'received-me-into-their-lives' becoming 'born-
again-Christians' in the process, bellow, rant, and rave, "Blasphemy" when that jackass within them is asked to 
perform!  It might not ever occur to a very closed mind that even they wouldn't give up all their years of hard-earned 
academic excellence were they required to "enter-in-to-one's-soul" to save them!  How stupid can they get as to think 
that I would?
5212    Lord El Aku's challenge comes direct from The Most High; and Lord El Aku's authority comes direct from The 
Most High; therefore, the opinions of those who don't like the questions or challenges can go to hell with them!  You'll 
note our beer-drinking brother never backs up from a chance to make this reputed 'Jesus-within' deliver!  And the 
world may as well get used to the idea:  I, Immanuel, did not give up any of my knowledges or abilities since the 
beginning, and if that damnable demonic presence 'within' the hallelujah halfwit can't walk in my shoes or sit in my 
saddle:  it's because it isn't me!

5213    Lord Hammerlin:  I never fail to get a laugh when Elly puts the hot irons in the fire of such nonsense.  Since 
when would Lord Immanuel become so ignorant and incapacitated?  By what stretch of supreme stupidity can anyone 
think the Firstborn Son of God should suddenly become an illiterate in the very language of the chosen people:  Israel, 
which is Hebrew?  Just how degenerate can they be in their thinking to become so asinine as to suppose that the 
'Jesus-within' them would tolerate either observance of a pagan holiday such as Christmas and Easter or defile the 
correct Sabbath, Friday sundown until Saturday sundown, and all the others as required by Holy Law, if that so-called 
'Jesus-within' were, in fact, the true and living son of the equally true and living Most High Lord God of All Creation?  
Who in the hell do they think that was with Israel for forty years in the wilderness?  Charley McCarthy?!

5214    [INSERT:  The Commander of that Expedition was YAH WAY under the Direct Orders of The Most High!  
The Nefilim didn't like having to babysit the Adama they had created and let it gain a soul.  But since the Nefilim had 
blown this batch, they were – and still are – obligated to assist mankind in spiritual and technological growth.  And 
now you know the reason behind all the government's UFO cover-ups, et cetera.]
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5215    Lord Horus:  The Holy Law as given through Moshe was documented and verified hundreds of times, over and 
over again; even by execution of Aaron's sons!  And the correct Sabbaths were slammed home each and every time by 
the double portion of manna on the Days of Preparation and the total absence of it on the Sabbaths!  We could go on 
for ages, but the stupid element will still hold to that damnable and demonic Sunday Sabbath right up until its 
observance sends them all to the Depths of Hell where they belong!
5216    Anyone who observes the Satan Sabbaths must be Satan's own, and there's no way this side of hell that anyone, 
Lord Immanuel, Lord El Aku, the Seraphim of The Holy Presence, or The Most High, Himself, is going to excuse 
Satan's children for their abominations!  They want death, by God, they're going to get death!  And get it in capital 
letters!

5217    Lord Immanuel:  They sure are.  And beginning with the churches!

5218    Question by Priestess Sheree Rene Culbertson:  Lord Immanuel, if you're the Firstborn Son of God then why 
aren't you here instead of Lord El Aku?

5219    Lord Immanuel:  Daughter, be sure that I take no offense at your question!  However, My Father, The Most 
High whose real name is:  ALIHA ASUR HIGH!; Gave his unalterable word that the Generations of Ish should have 
one hundred seventy-five (175) Anointeds in their generations!  Lord El Aku is the one hundred seventy-fifth (175th)!  
I was the one hundred twenty-fifth (125th).  When ALIHA ASUR HIGH says something, whether anyone else likes it 
or not:  that's the way it's going to be!

5220    [INSERT:  Understand that some generations were under the Spiritual Guidance of the Disciples of a deceased 
Anointed, ruling in his stead generation after generation until there was the Spiritual Requirement of a Generation for 
another Anointed.  Truth and Pure Doctrine are often distorted and polluted with time, and there's always the deliberate 
persecution and murder of both Anointeds and their Disciples.  So, while each and every generation may not have a 
LIVING Anointed in it, each and every generation DOES have at least the Disciples of previous Anointeds alive in it!
5221    Each Anointed must train their own Disciples, but they do not restrict the Disciples of the immediate previous 
Anointed.  Immanuel took some of John, The Baptist's Disciples after John was murdered in prison.  True Proven 
Knower Disciples KNOW an Anointed when they encounter one, and Proven Knower Disciples only come from a 
True Anointed.]

5222    (Lord Immanuel, continuing) Lord El Aku is but one of the obedient!  He is the sole and exclusive Supreme 
Authority of The Most High in your Generation, and that's final!  I was that Supreme Authority when I reigned, but my 
authority ended at that death and did not extend so much as a twit into the Reign of Simon Peter who received the 
mantle after me, let alone into this age and generation.
5223    I am not on earth, nor do I appear to anyone on earth, nor have I done so after the forty days where I finally 
convinced those around me that I was, in fact, the Teacher of Righteousness and that Simon was The Anointed in my 
stead!  Those appearances were both for teaching and for evidence of Simon's appointment.  They were his Proof of 
Anointing, just as mine was the working of miracles.
5224    In other words, there is a man alive in your generation who Reigns in the office of which I once reigned!  Lord 
El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH!; with the exact same authority of office that I and all the other Anointeds had during 
their Reigns!  Now you know this man as Grand Marshal General Bobby Farrell, and the only real difference between 
his Reign and mine is his Proof of Anointing!

5225    [INSERT:  Each Anointed had a separate and distinct Proof of their Holy Appointment; but only El Aku's is the 
Testimony of The Most High within one's own soul!  And THAT Proof is the most awesome of all!]

5226    (Lord Immanuel, continuing) At the righteous return – and not before – The Most High has sentenced Death 
and Damnation upon all who are not proficient in Holy Law and obedience!  I will be among those who will carry out 
those executions, and I will not spare for even a twit those who in their self-aggrandized 'holiness have even so much 
as spoken one word against either the Office of Anointed or my brother El Aku in his Reign.  There will be no mercy 
whatsoever on 'christians', living or dead, regardless of age or mentality, sex, denomination or race!  In That Day the 
sentence of death will be but a prelude to the Eternal Damnations of The Great Final Judgment!  And they will be 
carried out on this priority:
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5227    Racemixers – racially mixed descendants to ten generations (except as provided for those seeking to purify their 
generations after them);
5228    Masonic, Knights of Columbus and all other such Lodges;
5229    Christians – and all other pagans, the 'ministers' first;
5230    Politicians – courts, bureaucrats and abusers of power;
5231    Manipulators – and all other global traitors (which includes Temple Israel);
5232    Child abusers, parent abusers, violence advocates;
5233    Terrorists – (which includes warmongers) and their supporters who have survived so far (today, 2006, that 
would still include Jane Fonda);
5234    Rapists, thieves, and murderers; sodomites, lesbians and homosexuals, whores and whoremongers;
5235    Then we'll get down to sinners-in-general.
5236    And so, my daughter, it's a damned good thing for most of the sewer-rats on earth that I'm not there instead of 
My Brother, Lord El Aku!  For when I do return, there's going to be hell to pay in an awfully lot of high places, 
beginning with the degenerates of racemixing, followed by the sorcerers at Rome!

5237    Question by Priestess Sheree Rene Culbertson:  Then are we to understand that Lord El Aku is the absolute 
Authority of Holy Law on earth; that his orders are God's orders?  That all due tithes and offerings are to be delivered 
to him; and everything else involved with this movement and religious truth?

5238    Lord Immanuel:  Without question!
5239    Lord El Aku is the sole and exclusive human being Ordained by The Most High as High Priest of Israel, High 
Priest in Ishmael; and Anointed (Messiah) Witness of your Generation!  His power of office is absolute, and had better 
be unquestioned when you show up in That Great Final Judgment!  And:
5240    If you feed a person who is hungry, or deliver assistance to one in need, directly; and not through any other 
organization other than Lord El Aku's Holy Corps, it is accounted to you as righteous; but if you deliver even one red 
cent to any church, any charitable organization, any reputed 'help-somebody-do-this-or-have-that' fund, or any 
'preacher' or 'ministry' whatsoever:  it is accounted against you as both abomination and damnation upon your soul and 
all your generations after you!
5241    There are many reputed 'worthy' causes.  There is a great need of them.  But there shouldn't be!  If the people 
who are in such great need weren't being punished for the sins of their fathers in accordance with Holy Law, there 
wouldn't be any justification for such causes to begin with!  Even so, when The Most High smashes down on a people 
for their pollutions and degeneracies, it isn't without cause!  Anyone who attempts to mollify or remove that 
punishment is in direct violation of that Judgment!  Backward, poverty-struck or war-torn nations aren't that way 
because of their 'righteousness' but rather for their lack of righteousness!  They are receiving what they have justifiably 
earned!  Just like your generation is about to.
5242    They were warned for generations!  Yet they hallelujahized (sic), racemixedized (sic), and pollutitized (sic) 
until The Most High correctized (sic)!  They are mentally and morally degenerate because they have thrown their vile 
preferences in the face of the Messiahs and in the face of The Most High!  They live in squalor and filth because they 
prefer it!  They think sewerage and trash, and that's why they are incapable of producing anything else!  They want to 
lay back and destroy while they eat the fat of the very land they're destroying!  Therefore, make sure you understand:  
deliver so much as one penny to any such damnable and damned person or organization or fund, and you have 
personally offended The Most High!
5243    You could actually defecate in the Holy Ark of the Covenant and not offend him any more greatly!
5244    You could actually wipe it down with menstrous cloth and not offend him any more!
5245    You could mop the floor of the Holy of Holies, and wash the curtains thereof, with urine and not offend him as 
much!
5246    Beware!  You walk on very dangerous ground with your damned liberalized 'charities' and 'churches'!
5247    As for Lord El Aku's orders:  disobey or ignore them at your own risk!  If you will directly disobey the Voice 
of God then do so with Lord El Aku's orders – for when you either disobey or ignore Lord El Aku's orders you 
deliberately do so against the Orders from The Most High, Himself!
5248    The next time you think Lord El Aku doesn't have to be obeyed immediately and exactly as he says, remember 
that.

5249    Question by Priest Vernon J. Reston:  It is the opinion that Lord El Aku does not spend Corps receipts as we 
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would like, or in the manner we think justified, but on his own comforts – and as often as not on his beer-drinking!  
How do you explain that?

5250    Lord Immanuel:  First, I don't have to explain it!
5251    Second, you, or anyone else, that thinks Lord El Aku abuses his office – including the expenditure of funds – is 
both a damned fool and a damned liar for saying so!
5252    Third, Lord El Aku has Holy Requirements!  Requirements and sacraments that you are too polluted with 
degeneracies, paganisms, and defamations of self-righteousness to qualify for observance!  Were he not to perform the 
Holy Sacraments on your behalf – you, and all those like you – would be dead and damned long ago instead of 
communicating these Holy Scripts for the Promised Elect of Israel!
5253    Fourth, Lord El Aku, as all other Anointeds before him, has a clear deed of ownership – bought and paid for – 
to your whole planet and everything and everyone – on it!  That puts such opinions in an entirely different light, 
doesn't it?  He should be permitted to do what he damned well pleases with his own property, don't you think?  If you 
don't like those terms, then go blow your brains out or take a long step off a supremely high structure so you can come 
here to those of us who are personally offended at the likes of those who set themselves above our righteous brother!
5254    As for Lord El Aku doing, or having to do, anything in such a manner as to gain 'your' approval, don't hold 
your breath!  He has the authority to do as he damned well pleases, whether you like it or not!  And that goes for all 
the rest of your god-damned friends too!

5255    Question by Priest Vernon J. Reston:  Have I offended you, Lord Immanuel?

5256    Lord Immanuel:  You damned sure have.  But you're not alone.
5257    When you self-righteous, more-knowing, sons-of-bitches claim superior knowledge to My Brother, El Aku, to 
the point you can just ignore his orders and directives, withhold your Holy Due of tithes and offerings, or anything else 
you determine according to your own damnable preferences, I always have to ask:
5258    Where were you cowardly bastards when El Aku rode through a hail of fire and death to retrieve me from the 
bonds of Satan and restored me to My Throne and to My Father?
5259    Where in the hell were you when he and his Mighty Pegasus went down in a hail of death and arrows to take 
the daughter of Leviathan, Mishashama (MIS-A-SHAM-A), from the very jaws of Damnation?
5260    Where in all creation did you earn any rights whatsoever except to do as you're damned well told – when and 
where and how – you're told to do it?
5261    By what god-damned authority do you have the right to say anything – yea or nay – of My Holy Brother?
5262    On whose degenerate authority do you – or anyone else – presume to impose your damnable stupidities on the 
Holy Elect of Israel (which includes all the Seed of Abraham) by any action whatsoever, let alone deprive My Holy 
Brother of the means toward that Elect Remnant?!
5263    And by just what god-damned stretch of the imagination do you – or anyone else – think The Most High is 
against Lord El Aku under any conditions and has given you any authority whatsoever concerning him or his 
Commission?
5264    That I am offended is an extreme understatement!
5265    That The Most High will require it of you – and the likes of you – down to the last ball of dung, you can be 
absolutely certain!

5266    Question by Priest Vernon J. Reston:  My apologies, Lord Immanuel.  But Lord El Aku, of which I am a 
Proven Knower, just does not fit in my perception of what such a Holy Man should be?

5267    Lord Immanuel:  By what god-damned authority do you question the Testimony of The Most High?
5268    The Most High, Himself, said within your own soul that Lord El Aku is His Anointed Witness – Priest, Prince, 
King, Commander, Representative, what have you – in your Generation, and that's all there is to it!  What in the hell 
more do you want?  Or would anything be sufficient?  Obviously not.
5269    Your problem is the exact same problem the rest of those who think as you do have, and have it right up to 
your eyebrows:  you want The Holy Office!  You are consumed with jealousy that you are down where you belong 
rather than in the high office which you can't handle!  You want the glory and the power and the authority rather than 
your just desserts, and because you don't have them, you do all you can to defame and distort him who does!
5270    You obviously don't have the intelligence to look at the fact that Lord El Aku does everything he can get away 
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with to defame himself!  If he didn't, some of you bastards would begin to 'praise' him because of His Holy Office just 
like you have me because I once held it!  That's just how much 'glory' El Aku has brought to the Commission, and just 
how much 'glory' he gets from it.  Even so, he does that for your benefit, not his own.
5271    And, it's a damned good thing he doesn't take offense at your god-damned backstabbing.  If he did, and ever 
mentioned it in The Holy Presence, your next appearance might very well be in a can of squashed assholes!  All 
courtesies and sauces intact.
5272    Therefore, your opinion of what Lord 'Holy Man' El Aku is, or should be, doesn't mean a damned thing; except 
to offend those of us who know him, who've fought at his side, who've worked at his side, and went through all the 
hell-at-your-hands he's going through now on your behalf!  So make damned sure you understand:  Lord El Aku is, 
and can damned well do, as he pleases; and he sure as hell isn't going to account to the likes of you concerning the 
matter!  The bottom line is:
5273    Your perceptions and opinions be damned!

5274    Lord Horus:  And that goes for your god-damned 'christian' insistences too!
5275    Anytime you want to learn how to get UP IN THE SPIRIT and see all the events and happenings we talk about, 
or Lord El Aku informs you of, then all you have to do is do it!
5276    However, even that wouldn't make you one god-damned iota more faithful to him or his Commission!

5277    Lord Hammerlin:  And while we're on the subject:
5278    There are still those among you who think you can raise a command that is "faithful to you" rather than to King 
El Aku, and you can do a better job of their survival since they agree with your versions of how and how-much things 
should be done!
5279    But let me warn you!:
5280    It requires the approval of The Most High to succeed in such a survival undertaking, and no one – repeat – no 
one other than your Lord King El Aku has that approval!
5281    Therefore, your god-damned backstabbing is nothing more than High Treason in The Sight of The Most High!  
And nothing more.
5282    You have been warned!

5283    Lord Immanuel:  And make damned sure you know you have been warned!
5284    If you want to follow one another right into the fire pits of hell, that's all right with me, with Lord El Aku, and 
The Most High!  Make no mistake about it.  I don't need you in My Kingdom, Lord El Aku can't have you in his – and 
The Most High won't have you at all!
5285    So, let your god-damned delusions do with you as the Holy Law prescribes, and take your god-damned 
treasonous opinions with you!
5286    And as for you, Priest Vernon J. Reston:  do not ever attempt to talk to me or anyone else in the Planes of 
Heaven until you are fully restored to your Lord and Master:  My Brother El Aku; and only then as long as you remain 
honor clean by absolute obedience!

5287    Question by Priestess June Charyl Ellis:  Lord Immanuel, please don't be offended at our questions, but:  do you 
have the power to forgive sins?

5288    Lord Immanuel:  When I Reigned in The Holy Office of Messiah, I had both the authority and powers of office 
to forgive sins committed against either myself as The Anointed or against the office itself, but not for one twit before 
or after leaving it!
5289    Offenses committed against me – I alone have the authority to forgive or avenge! – no one else!  Offenses 
committed against The Most High can only be forgiven by The Most High – no one else!  Offenses committed against 
the office of Messiah are offenses also against The Most High – and there is a crux of Holy Law!  If The Most High's 
Anointed forgives that offense – it is forgiven!  If he avenges it – it is avenged!  If he does nothing one way or the 
other – it becomes a matter for The Most High to decide as set in writing of the Holy Law!  It cannot be just thrown 
over the back fence and forgotten!  Whoever did it must be made to restitute in absolute adherence with Holy Law!
5290    In short, if you want to put yourself beyond reach of even The Most High – to where even The Most High will 
not rescue you – because it would make a liar of him if he did – then try a few of the following:
5291    Offend His Anointed;
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5292    Racemix;
5293    Commit treason against His Holy Office of Messiah;
5294    Die as a 'christian';
5295    Go into oblivion with 'Jesus' within you;
5296    Or just disobey Lord El Aku in your generation!
5297    They'll all accomplish the same thing.
5298    Lord El Aku has authority to forgive sins, it comes with the office; but I've never seen him do so except when 
children may have to suffer because of the paganisms of their parents, and only then with very few exceptions.
5299    As for my ever 'forgiving sins' after I left office:  that's pure and uncontaminated dung!  I have no such 
authority!
5300    Even those who 'praise Jesus' are not under my authority!  They are offending the office of Messiah, not me!
5301    It does make me mad as all hell, but there's not a damned thing I can do about it except avenge it in That Day 
because part of that damnable degenerate doctrine is a personal defamation!  In the meantime, it's been the domain of 
The Anointeds, and still is.
5302    And to answer your question directly:  No!  And that's final.  If you need or want forgiveness for any offense 
or sin you might have committed, it's the sole and exclusive domain of Lord El Aku who is The Anointed in your 
damnable generation.  No one else.  And even he has limitations!
5303    If you've done something against anyone else, Lord El Aku cannot undo the damage for you.  He cannot 
forgive you for something you did to another, whether it be a brother, sister, neighbor or a stranger!  The offense was 
committed against them, and only they have the authority to forgive or avenge it!
5304    While The Most High has set an example in Holy Law, for him to forgive offense by those who forgive 
offenses against themselves:  there is no requirement in Holy Law to forgive!
5305    Just know that the application of justice is influenced by forgiveness or non-forgiveness, as the case may be!
5306    Lord El Aku has the authority to forgive sins and offenses committed against The Holy Office or himself, and 
to intercede on behalf of others with The Most High, but nothing else!
5307    I didn't have any more powers or authority than that, and neither did any other Anointed in their Reign.
5308    And, finally, I am not offended at your questions, but I am thoroughly offended at defamations of My Holy 
Brother and of his capabilities to handle his Holy Commission!
5309    But don't get me started on that again.

5310    Question by Priestess June Charyl Ellis:  Thank you, Lord Immanuel.  But tell us, who is going to be taken to 
expedition and Refuge?

5311    Lord Immanuel:  Lord Horus can answer that better than I.

5312    Lord Horus:  Make no mistake about it:  those who do as they're told and make the provisions for expedition 
will either be assigned to one or accounted among The Elect in Judgment!  Those who think they can establish a 
Refuge because they have heard some of the ideas and information from Lord El Aku are damned fools!
5313    No one but Lord El Aku can establish the Holy Law;
5314    No one but Lord El Aku can invoke the Presence of God;
5315    No one but Lord El Aku can establish the Holy Kingdom;
5316    No one but Lord El Aku can declare an expedition Refuge; and
5317    No one but Lord El Aku can deliver the correct invocation and Blessing upon the Feast of the Bridegroom!
5318    Anything less than that is a death trap; I don't give a damn what authority you think you have!
5319    If you want to be a part of an expedition, then follow Lord El Aku through his testings and attempts for 
fundings!  They are not just schemes for his glorification or his benefit!  He has the right and duty – yes, even the 
obligation – to know the exact extent of everyone's capability and trustworthiness, and when you make up your minds 
to see them through, regardless of consequences, you'll see an expedition authorized and yourself assigned to it!
5320    Until then, expect to be here in the nations, and totally unprepared, to Die the Death in the Holocaust or the 
Horrors that will follow it!  Anything else is pure unadulterated death trap!

5321    Question by Priestess June Charyl Ellis:  Then where does Lord El Aku's authority end?

5322    Lord Horus:  As respects his Holy Commission, that's already been given:  his limitation on forgiveness of sins 
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and offenses!
5323    As respects anything else, his authority is absolute!
5324    Even though you are a married woman, Lord El Aku could require a child of you from his own loins and be 
immune under Holy Law!  He won't.  But he could!  Not because he can't sin, he can; but he won't!  However, in this 
instance he wouldn't be sinning, and neither would you!  You're his personal property!  Remember?
5325    So, as he determines to do during his Reign, he has all rights, powers, and authorities!
5326    Don't worry.  He won't set such a vile example for God's Elect Remnant.  He's above all such degenerate 
thinkings you and the others around you have thought of him concerning these things.  What he is fully empowered to 
do, and what he will do, are two entirely different things in most instances.
5327    He demands a strong family unit where discipline is strict of necessity and pride comes from intelligent 
accomplishment, so there's not much chance of him doing anything – except in the mind of some degenerate in your 
company – that would in any manner be a detriment to that strong family unit!
5328    However, just because the women are safe in his company, don't think he won't hand you a Death Warrant for 
insubordination or treason!  He is probably more aware of the fact that all his families will die, women, children and 
all, unless there is force of arms to protect the Remnant as a whole.  That requires a strong military force which is only 
as strong as its disciplines and its intelligence!  Therefore, he's more likely to exert his authority militarily than 
personally.  Even so, only a damned fool would be so asinine as to make any attempt at all to usurp his powers of 
office or inject their infections into the processes of operation of that office.
5329    Withholding tithes because 'you' don't agree with Lord El Aku's doings or methods is a prime example of 
injecting your own infections into those processes.  But now that you've kept back your support, just exactly what have 
you accomplished?
5330    One:  you haven't reduced Lord El Aku's authority one damned bit, but you have reduced your chances of 
Refuge by a factor over one thousand!  That may sound extreme, but not only is it well within Holy Law; it's a very 
merciful temperance of justice!  Were it not for the intervention of Lord El Aku with The Most High on your behalf 
for such damnable self-appointed hindrances, there would be a Curse of Curses on you in the next instant!
5331    Two:  you haven't glorified yourself, either in The Sight of The Most High or anyone else who has the power 
and authority to pull your god-damned hide out of the Fires of Holocaust or the Fires of Hell!  But you have managed 
to weld emblems of destruction onto your soul that will still be there in the Great Final Day of Judgment!  Let's see 
you explain them then.
5332    Three:  you haven't stopped the process of rescue of an Elect Remnant – expedition two is already Akuria One! 
– much to all your disgust and disbelief!  But you have delayed your own expedition!  That's right.  You've managed to 
hang yourself with a rope of your own stupidity!  And by God, you duly deserve to Die the Death of it from your 
actions!
5333    You might be interested to know that Lord El Aku's powers of office and vested authorities of The Most High 
extend to virtually every nook and cranny of your Generation!  The fact you don't like or approve of how he 
administers it notwithstanding.  First, it's none of your business how he administers his Commission; but it is your 
business to do as he tells you, if you want to live!  Other than forgiving sins, Lord El Aku's authority is absolute.

5334    Question by Priest James D. Ellis:  There might not be any room to question Lord El Aku's way or manner as 
respects his Commission, or his authority to rule, but I do object to his reckless abandon that puts his life in a great 
deal of danger!  I've seen him do it.  I was there when he went into the Mississippi River at St. Louis after that woman 
and her baby.  I object to such actions on his part as his loss would spell death for a lot of us!

5335    Lord Immanuel:  And so it would.
5336    And, no one takes offense at such objection, simply because it's true, and because it does not usurp or 
insubordinate either his Commission or authority.  If Lord El Aku were to die, those of you that remain this side of 
Refuge are in serious trouble from which there is no escape, even by your own death!
5337    However, if you think Lord El Aku gives a damn, especially under the conditions many of you attempt to place 
on him or force by withholding your Holy Due tithes and offerings, I have news for you!  You might be aware of the 
fact that each and every soul of the Holy Elect Remnant are accounted upon Lord El Aku's head, whether they're dead 
or alive!  Now, whether they are dead when they should be alive is the fire point!  If they're suffering when they 
should be comfortable makes no difference – they may as well be dead when they should be alive – as far as The Most 
High and Holy Law are concerned!  These are The Most High's individually chosen people!  Lord El Aku is 
responsible and liable for their safety in Refuge and their welfare through the Holocaust and the Tribulations until 
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restoration!
5338    And what if one of them should die, here in the nations who should be alive and comfortable in Refuge?
5339    Lord El Aku has to personally account to The Most High for that loss!
5340    Now, how many of you self-appointed sons-of-bitches want that on you?
5341    None of you, that's how many.  However, your infections of Lord El Aku's Commission actually pile those hot 
coals upon your heads!  When Lord El Aku gives account, he must also give the facts concerning the conditions of the 
account, and right there your ass is subject to the fire!
5342    You don't like that, but there's not a damned thing you can do about it, except avoid it in the first place.  Lord 
El Aku is a man of flesh and blood, just like the rest of you, and just like anyone else:  he gets damned sick and tired 
of stupidity, nonsense, and your god-damned abuses!  When he's had enough, he presents himself before The Great 
Veil, and The Most High who is behind it, and lays the problem on the line.  Should The Most High ever determine His 
Anointed and The Holy Office have taken enough of your god-damned defamations and insubordinations, he'll grant 
Lord El Aku's request for relief; and when he does, all your asses are in the fire!
5343    The Most High will take His Anointed, Lord El Aku, back up to his station at the head of his hosts, and those 
of you left in the nations can Die the Death of Damned Foolishness!  Those who should have been in Refuge and are 
not will be punished upon your heads for your damnable 'preferences' rather than obediences!
5344    Make no mistake, Priest James D. Ellis, your perception is absolutely correct:  if Lord El Aku were to get 
himself killed there would be no more expeditions or Refuges that would succeed!  However, you should be fully 
aware that Lord El Aku's Commission has been fulfilled for all intents and purposes under Holy Law at the 
establishment of Akuria One becoming Refuge!
5345    Everyone else from here on is but gravy – icing on the cake if you must – but while the Commission is legally 
accomplished, he is still authorized to save the rest of those who are of The Elect Remnant, if possible!  He has the 
obligation to try, but he is not bound to cram it down your throats!
5346    He spent all his own royalties, bankrupted every Corps unit he could get his hands on – worldwide – and even 
went without food and clothing for himself to ensure the success of Expedition Two!  There's not so much as one red 
cent of anybody's money other than Lord El Aku's and those in Refuge Akuria One invested there, so not one of you – 
or anybody else – has even the twit of a claim to be taken in there!  And by God, you won't be!
5347    If Lord El Aku is reckless with his own safety, then there's a damned good reason for it, and I'd suggest those 
of you who are Proven Knowers get your head out (of your ass) and find out what that reason is!  That little project is 
on your head, whether you like it or not.
5348    But understand the point:  Lord El Aku's death will spell sure and certain destruction for all those not in 
Refuge!
5349    At Lord El Aku's death, any and all guarantees, promises and commitments to all but the established Refuges – 
not expeditions; expeditions are in the same boat with the rest of you – are then and there null and void!  Unless Lord 
El Aku verifies an expedition claim of being "Refuge," it and all those left in the nations are no longer under the 
protection and guidance of The Most High!  They are as those who have violated the covenant, and will be dealt with 
accordingly.

5350    [INSERT:  Lord Immanuel was talking to this Convocation, and did not consume their energy in detailing the 
fact that all Proven Knowers left in the Nations will have, hold and retain the promised access and protections of The 
Most High.  That point does NOT have to be made over and over and over.  Except to the bastards.]

5351    Question by Priest James D. Ellis:  Are we to understand that if Lord El Aku dies, for any cause or reason, 
those of us not in a declared Refuge are no longer under the protection of The Most High?

5352    Lord Immanuel:  That is exactly what you are to understand!
5353    The covenant of being a Proven Knower has its obligations – obligations that have not been lived up to by 
anyone left this side of Akuria One!  (1980, GCAD)
5354    The covenant of being in a declared Refuge has its obligation of servitude upon the inhabitants and the 
unconditional protection of The Most High as long as those inhabitants maintain their rites and conditions of servitude!  
And that overseership of The Most High will last only as long as that covenant is not violated!
5355    However, all the expeditions you can field aren't worth a damn unless they were manned by selection of The 
Most High through the Chain of Command which is at the hand of His Anointed:  Lord El Aku!; and authorized by 
Lord El Aku after they have met all the high and low requirements of discipline, training, equipment, logistics, and 
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spiritual knowledge!
5356    Even with Lord El Aku's assignment to expedition you're a long way from safe.  Until the installation has 
completed all those vital and necessary fortifications and facilities; until that installation has completed the equally 
vital and necessary spiritual trainings and practices, of which none of you even know which is which or how to do 
them; and until that installation has made and established its perpetual culture in accordance with Holy Law and the 
Constitution of the Kingdom of Akuria:  can Lord El Aku declare it Refuge!
5357    And only Lord El Aku has the authority to declare Refuge!
5358    Did you get that?  You can 'field' in one hand and defecate in the other and see which one gets full the 
quickest, but you cannot establish a successful Refuge, nor declare Refuge!  Only Lord El Aku can do that!
5359    And unless you're in a declared Refuge on and by authority of Lord El Aku, you may as well be in the next 
boxcar unloading in the last depth of hell!

5360    Question by Priest James D. Ellis:  There's a lot of us waiting for Lord El Aku to assign us to an expedition, 
but he hasn't, so what are we supposed to do?

5361    Lord Horus:  Let me answer that.
5362    In fact, let me answer that with a few questions of my own!
5363    How many of you have recruited so much as one other person who is worth a damn to an expedition?  You've 
brought in a few of your friends or relatives, all of whom think exactly the way you do and none of which are worth 
the powder and lead to blow them to hell!  But which of you have raised your Squads, your Platoons, and your 
Companies?
5364    How many of you have raised a command that was faithful to you rather than The Most High's Anointed?  You 
like being in charge so damned much, you think you can copy Lord El Aku's words and have all the power and luxury 
you want!  But how many of you have done so much as one god-damned thing to establish an expedition?
5365    How many of you have paid your tithes, either the correct amount, or on time?  Which of you have receipt for 
your gifts and offerings that will show the first tenth of your earnings?  Which of you can stand before the Great Veil 
and say, "I have paid my due tithes right to the penny!" or for that matter even a tenth of those tithes?
5366    How many of you have your prescribed uniform?  How many of you even know the grades and ranks of the 
Corps?  How many of you can recite them from top or bottom?  How many of you have correct field gear?  How 
many of you have demanded this information and not sent one red cent to pay for its printing and postage?
5367    Then you whine and piss and moan because you aren't with an expedition that has an average cost of 
$75,000.00 per person (not counting construction)!  And each year that will increase.
5368    I suppose you expect Lord El Aku to pay that out of his own pocket for you and let those who have done what 
was required of them to die in some sewer?!
5369    Well, don't hold your breath until he does it!
5370    And don't hold your breath till he assigns you to expedition, either!  When you do as you're told, The Most 
High will take note, and if Lord El Aku needs reminding He (The Most High) will handle it from this end!
5371    And to answer the second part of your question, "what are you supposed to do?"  I'd start with getting your 
head out of your ass!  When, and if, those of you who want to live begin to be part of Lord El Aku's preparations – 
instead of 'your' projects – then you can expect visible signs of the operations:  but not until!

5372    Question by Priest James D. Ellis:  If each person has a price tag of 75,000-plus dollars, how are any of us 
going to make it?

5373    Lord Hammerlin:  I'll handle that one.
5374    It's very simple.  You quit wasting what resources you have on 'your' projects – which are damned to the finest 
grain by The Most High – and support the endeavors placed upon Lord El Aku!
5375    Every day you see or read about entertainers grossing not a few thousand dollars, but millions!
5376    It takes a lot of work and a lot of money to play in that league, but Lord El Aku isn't going to blow all his 
energies for a few of you jackasses who do nothing but backstab during preparation for these projects and run like a 
scared chicken at the first sign of trouble!  You have neither the courage nor intelligence to know that the sign of 
trouble is normal and indicates which direction one should take next – whether corrective action or refinement of the 
present course – but it does not spell instant doom as you half-assed ninnies suspect or suppose!
5377    Lord El Aku has the expertise and connections to make the same millions of dollars as anyone else in 
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entertainment, and other than discovering gold or winning a lottery sweepstakes – which is a shot in the dark at best – 
there's no other way you are going to be financed!  It's as simple as that.  So you can do 'your' projects and Die the 
Death in Holocaust, but you sure as hell can't do 'your' projects and earn sufficient funds to finance a Refuge!

5378    Lord Horus:  In short, your own god-damned preferences being given priority over the campaigns assigned to 
Lord El Aku by The Most High are your own self-signed Death Warrants!

5379    Lord Immanuel:  Exactly!

5380    Lord Hammerlin:  And, Lord El Aku has the expertise and connections to make the same funds on other 
people's performances and efforts once he's able to finance and license their products!  But of course, you half-assed 
ninnies think 'your' project will provide funds to buy you the tent, rifle, and canned food you need!  You idiots!
5381    If that were all you need to establish a Refuge that must be safe, secure, and provisioned for three generations 
at minimum, then Lord El Aku would be the first in line to finance 'your' projects!
5382    So, while $75,000.00 is a lot of money, it is not beyond reach of the obedient!

5383    Question by Priest James D. Ellis:  We know that Lord El Aku is establishing a business office somewhere in 
Florida right now.  Will it be a success?

5384    Lord Immanuel:  No!  And Lord El Aku knows it.  There's already sufficient backstabbing and negatives to 
destroy it, but he is going to keep right on as a testimony against those who want it to fail just so 'their' project will 
look better by comparison.  Little do they know that its failure is their Death Warrant!

5385    Question by Priest Thomas E. Ulrich:  Are you telling us that if Lord El Aku could depend on our tithes and 
offerings, in accordance with Holy Law, that he could and would attempt to earn sufficient funds for our rescue?

5386    Lord Immanuel:  There's no 'attempt' about it; he'd do it!
5387    But he'd need your support in keeping the backstabbers from depriving him of the energies and concentration 
necessary to make those funds, and I assure you:  that's one hell of a big job!  He has more backstabbers around him 
than Julius Caesar!
5388    But, The Most High has long ago desired that Lord El Aku be sustained out of Corps funds, and he has refused 
to do so.  And for several reasons.
5389    First:  Lord El Aku isn't going to give the satisfaction to those who will instantly begin to whine, piss and moan 
the very minute he buys himself a meal or cold six-pack!
5390    Second:  in refusing Corps maintenance he piles hot coals on those very same heads!  You would all be well 
advised to take funds out of your own pockets for his living and expenses, since you too are under that penalty even if 
you wouldn't complain.
5391    Third:  the needs of the Corps at large come first, and there has never been sufficient funds to provide both the 
Corps and Lord El Aku's living.  How many of you would do without your living just to ensure the needs of the 
Corps?  Not a damned one, that's who.
5392    Fourth:  when, and if, there ever is sufficient funds for his sustenance, you'll find that it will be as salary for a 
Corps fund project and not out of the church.  That will piss as many as it is going to please, but The Most High will 
tolerate it even if he won't excuse those who made it necessary in The Great Final Judgment!
5393    There are other reasons, but this is more than you can handle for the time being.

5394    Question by Priest Thomas E. Ulrich:  I am one of those Lord El Aku taught to be a priest into the service, but 
can he really handle business administration, especially in the complexities and mysteries of entertainment?

5395    Lord Immanuel:  He sure can.  Entertainment is complex and mysterious to you because you don't know a 
damned thing about it.  Being a priest was equally beyond your capabilities until Lord El Aku taught you the exacting 
processes.
5396    However, you'll note that Lord El Aku has expertise in both realms.

5397    Lord Horus:  Lord El Aku isn't limited to entertainment for finances, not by a long shot!  And he's equally well 
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versed in all those other realms of necessity.
5398    He has expertise, or access to it, in so many fields that it's not sensible to list them all here.  Some of the 
projects under his hand are classified for business reasons, in addition, so we're not about to expose them before he's 
ready, and then he'll do it himself.

5399    Question by Priest Thomas E. Ulrich:  What, exactly, are the terms of Lord El Aku's Commission?

5400    Lord Immanuel:  There are countless provisions, nearly all of which give him absolute authority and 
responsibility!
5401    The first duty of all Anointeds is to be The Witness of their Generation in The Great Final Judgment; 
politicians, preachers, and all!  However, some Anointeds have additional duties, and Lord El Aku is one of those.
5402    He is charged with the "gathering and preparations for The Elect Remnant of Israel against the Days of 
Holocaust and Tribulation" among other things.
5403    Many of the powers come with the office, and others come on Direct Orders of The Most High.
5404    To answer your question simply, if not explicitly, one is inclined to say:
5405    "Lord El Aku's Commission is the establishment of absolute authority of The Most High in your generation!"
5406    And you can bet, there are terms in that Commission that do not fit well in the craw of most in your generation.
5407    You can test the terms of appointment with The Proof of Anointing, but all you're going to find with respect to 
limitation is the forgiving of sins.  Lord El Aku cannot forgive something done against you; only you have the right to 
do that.  Otherwise, Lord El Aku's terms of appointment are absolute in your generation.

5408    Lord Hammerlin:  Let me get this point in here.
5409    Lord El Aku is not limited by any 'doctrine-of-Christianity' as most of you would like, nor does he actually 
suffer the limits imposed on 'Jesus' by the preachers!

5410    Lord Immanuel:  I don't think the preachers or the 'christians' are going to like that.  And, I don't give a damn 
whether they like it or not!

5411    Question by Priest Thomas E. Ulrich:  Being a Proven Knower did not give me spiritual powers as the ancients, 
or your own Disciples, had.  Why not?!  I'd like to know.

5412    Lord Immanuel:  For the first thing, spiritual powers are not 'just given'; they are earned!  Becoming a Proven 
Knower will set you free of the half-baked hallelujah halfwit nonsense you've been programmed with for years by the 
'christians' (unless you insist on retaining those damnable paganisms), and seals you in the forehead with The Seal of 
The Most High (the same seal the servants of The Most High were ordered to mark upon given people:  Ezekiel 9:4), 
but it does not make you equal with either The Most High, Himself, or those who can stand in His Presence as Lord El 
Aku can, nor does it give you authority over angels or forces!  If you want to earn these things, then you'll have to pay 
the same price of practice and attention and obedience as everyone else paid who enjoys them today!
5413    Lord El Aku has given you spiritual instruction, which you have ignored!  He may as well have poured those 
instructions into a cesspool for all the good it's done you.
5414    And you may as well get it straight the first time:
5415    The Most High will not assist you in Spiritual Truth as long as you're in violation of Holy Law!
5416    The Most High will not permit his messengers' servants to assist you as long as you're in violation of Holy 
Law!
5417    The Most High is not going to provide you a damned thing until you're no longer in violation of Holy Law!  
Being a Proven Knower eliminates the 'ignorance' factor.  Lord El Aku plainly tells you what is – and what is not – 
Holy Law, but you prefer to hold to the stupidities and delusions of 'christianity', so you suffer the consequences.
5418    If you want spiritual powers and abilities – and you damned well had better have them – then you're going to 
have to shape up to the cold, hard, facts of Spiritual Truth and stop your practice of paganisms and your damnable 
backstabbing of the Lord's Holy One of Israel!
5419    It seems the more Lord El Aku teaches you, the less you respect him for his knowledge.  You damned sure 
aren't his better, either in knowledge or power, but one would have to look hard to see it, if appearances of your 
actions were to be observed!  There is one law he teaches constantly and is just as constantly ignored because it 
deprives the asshole element of power!
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5420    The Law of Degrees of Knowledge (Law of Immunity) is such that one with high knowledge is immune from 
invocations and abuses by those with low knowledge, and is not required to take any actions of revenge, as the law 
will do it for them.  They can take action of revenge if they so choose, because the law does not forbid them.  
However, in instances of invocation or abuse committed against one of lower degree of knowledge by one of higher 
degree of knowledge, the high one is suddenly stripped of their immunity and wide open to whatever the offended 
desires to do within their capability or access!
5421    We've lost personal count of the instances where Lord El Aku has taught one of you jackasses some spiritual 
knowledge and then had it turned against him!  How many instances there are of deliberate attempts to do him both 
personal and physical harm with the very information he taught, we don't know, but you can damned well be assured:  
every one is still recorded in The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths and will be paid for without end 
come Judgment!

5422    [INSERT:  The Anointed's teaching those who turned against him was a classic case of casting pearls before 
swine AS A TESTIMONY AGAINST THEM!  Which he has every right and power to do.]

5423    (Lord Immanuel, continuing) So, if you want spiritual powers, then become a spiritual person:  devoid of 
jealousies, obedient of Holy Law, practicing the Keys to the Kingdom properly and diligently, and make damned sure 
you avoid paganistic practices regardless of who might be upset or distressed!  And, being obedient to Holy Law 
means delivering your Holy Tithe of the first tenth into God's Anointed's hand!
5424    And that last one just sent scads of you right straight into hell!  But that's your choice; no one else's.

5425    Question by Priest Thomas E. Ulrich:  Just how spiritually powerful or knowledgeable can one of us become if 
we obey all the Holy Law?

5426    Lord Horus:  Being an attorney, let me advise you that you can become as proficient as you damned well 
please!  But, not on your terms.
5427    You must first prove to The Most High by obedience that you mean what you say in your vows and will do 
what is required of you regardless!  That's always been the situation, and it always will be the situation.
5428    Once you live up to that, then you will see your spiritual powers and knowledge advance and multiply beyond 
your present comprehension!  And not until.
5429    There are powers and forces that anyone can use, but to be able to know anything you want to know, and 
understand it, and all the vast expanse of its applications is power indeed!
5430    Those few idiots who think themselves masters just because they managed to perform a mental trick or two at 
Lord El Aku's instruction, are doomed to more than just disappointment, they are Doomed to the Damnation reserved 
for the treacherous and for the pagan sorcerers!  Avoid these kind at all costs.
5431    Practice the low level powers given you to learn by Lord El Aku, and do them until you have them at absolute 
command.  Do not – repeat – do not attempt to teach until Lord El Aku gives you instruction to do so!  If you do teach 
and the student falls, you are going to pay for it – and pay for it without mercy!
5432    Once you have that good, solid, basic foundation, Lord El Aku will show you higher things and teach you how 
to keep out of trouble while practicing with them.
5433    It's a little like learning to handle a firearm.  You must shoot, but you don't have to kill or injure yourself or 
anyone else in the process!  Proper preparation will avoid any such bad connotations, and you'll progress to heights 
beyond your imagination if you maintain yourself in accordance with Holy Law!

5434    Lord Immanuel:  I see your next question coming, Priestess Jane Ellen Dailey; so let me answer it here and 
now:
5435    You can learn to do miracles like I did as My Proof of My Anointing – and more also!  There is absolutely no 
end to what you can accomplish once you know spiritual law!
5436    However:
5437    Most of what you will learn must be learned in Refuge!
5438    Your Generation of Fire is all but out of time, and you are desperately in need of doing the preparations instead 
of all those jackassing projects you insist on.
5439    Therefore:  first things first – and the first thing is to stop your nonsense and get on the ball of survival!  
Everything else is a death trap.  You can learn sufficient to know truth and Lord El Aku's absolute authority, and 
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become Priests, Prophets and Communicators, and even a bit of how-to-do-it spiritualism, before the Big Boom.  
However, if you want to go up in a ball of radioactive fire with all your 'powers' intact, like Jeane Dixon, Page Bryant, 
and their phony clan will, if they live long enough, then waste your time just like you have The Most High's tithes and 
you too can be blown into hell in the death of stupidities!

5440    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  Lord Immanuel, I will be the first to admit that what Lord El 
Aku teaches is hard to accept after years of Christian doctrine; and that I am more in fear of you, than affection, as that 
doctrine reputedly demands; but Lord El Aku has demonstrated tremendous powers which I consider evil.  How can I 
follow him?

5441    Lord Immanuel:  Finally, a truthful statement.
5442    First, you consider Lord El Aku's doings 'evil' because he does not fit into the hallelujah halfwit paganisms of 
'christianity' which you have been programmed to accept as 'righteous'!  There can be no mistake:  I too was murdered, 
legally, because I said and did exactly what My Commission required – damn the ritualized religions – and the very 
Sanhedrin, a court of High Priests who were lifelong scholars of Hebrew scripture – they still had the original temple 
copies of Mosaic Law – were the very ones who ordered my execution because I lit into their damnable paganisms 
with no holds barred!  In their eyes, and in the eyes of all the people who blindly and unquestioningly followed them 
because of their reputed 'authority-of-god', hated me to no end and charged me with being 'evil'!
5443    You should expect no better from the sons-of-bitches who rant and rave from the pulpits in this generation!
5444    Were I, Myself, to appear in the flesh to these god-damned pagans, who call themselves 'righteous', they'd hang 
me just as quick in this day as they did before!

5445    Lord Horus:  Manny is about ready to let loose!

5446    Lord Hammerlin:  Let me get some more wine, I don't want to miss this!

5447    Lord Immanuel:  Let's take a look at a few of the god-damned doctrines of these demonic bastards who bad-
mouth my brother, Lord El Aku, and just see how god-damned righteous they really are!
5448    First:  I was not the 'only son' of Mary and Joseph!  And my mother's name was not 'Mary' at all; it was, and 
still is:  Mariah, as you would pronounce it, meaning 'Daughter of The Wind'!  I was her firstborn, but I'd sure as hell 
like to know why in the hell my brothers and sisters born of Joseph and Mariah are thought to be nonexistent when my 
Disciple, Matthew, (the scripts of Matthew) clearly stated their existence in no uncertain terms!  Read it, or what is left 
of it, in Chapter 13!
5449    For your information, James, the next eldest is James the Disciple (not one of the Twelve, but one of the 
Seventy Judges), and there was Jou-say, Sim-on, Yod-dah, and five sisters:  Elizabeth, Tamara, Martha, Deborah and 
Mariah, who all lived and remained in and around Nazareth, and Barabas (the name means "Son of God"!), the brother 
who went to study at Qumran and then to Cairo and then became a soldier in the ranks of the Zealots.
5450    Having had eleven children (one child was stillborn), I doubt my mother could be said to be 'ever virgin'; and 
the very term is an insult and personal affront to me!
5451    And while I'm on the subject:

5452    Lord Hammerlin:  Here he goes!

5453    Lord Immanuel:  My mother has never 'appeared' to anybody, living or dead, anywhere in these Planes of 
Heaven or on Earth!  She lived her last years with John (St. John, The Divine) on the Island of Patmos and is buried 
there.  She is alive forevermore here, and tends me at her leisure.
5454    Anyone – and by God, I mean, anyone – who says they saw her in any other place is a god-damned liar of the 
first magnitude!  Lord El Aku has seen her here, but there's not a damned one of you who can get this high!  And that 
includes all your 'spiritualists', all your 'priests', all your 'visionaries', all your 'metaphysicians', and all your god-
damned 'christians'.
5455    And another thing:

5456    Lord Horus:  Beautiful.
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5457    Lord Immanuel:  Anyone – and by God, I mean, anyone – who runs those god-damned beads using my 
mother's name or inference is in one hell of a lot of trouble with me!  She is not, and was not, a pagan whore (or 
harlot) and I'll be damned if I permit her to be desecrated as one with that god-damned, "Hail, Mary . . ." paganistic 
manure!  And you can stick that in the ass of any Catholic you wish!  Now to this 'only begotten' putridity!
5458    When an Anointed receives his Commission, he is the sole and exclusive "Son of God" in office, "Begotten of 
God" if you so desire, and of all the damnable, degenerate, paganistic sewerage I've ever encountered in my existence, 
I don't know which is the most offensive and contaminated:
5459    My being the 'only son of god' whoever held the mantle of office!; or my being, "god incarnate"!
5460    During my Reign as Anointed Messiah, I was the only Son of God on earth! since "Son of God" and "Son of 
Man" are both Titles of the Office of Anointed! along with a few hundred others!  In your generation, Lord El Aku is 
the only Son of God on earth for exactly the same reasons:  Title of Office!
5461    Now, get that through your thick heads!
5462    Any Anointed in any generation is the only Son of God in that generation!  To infer anything more or less is an 
abomination of extreme offense to The Most High!
5463    As for being 'god incarnate':  that has to be the most vile and degenerate of all doctrines!
5464    First:  I am Immanuel, Firstborn of The Most High; not The Most High, incarnate or otherwise!  And anyone 
who takes even a cursory look at the degenerated scriptures you have available can still see that point very clear!  Who 
in the hell do you think I was praying to and talking about? a pile of cow-dung sculptured to look like that half-breed 
Nimrod?!
5465    Anything improper against My Father, The Most High, offends me!  But he has strength and power to avenge 
himself;
5466    Anything improper against my earthly mother, Mariah, offends me!  And she doesn't have the strength or 
power to avenge herself!  So I take great delight in doing it for her!
5467    To suggest that I, or The Most High, would have had incest, sexual intercourse with my own mother is an 
abomination that I will not ever excuse:  either in the Heavens or in the Earth!  And only a god-damned demon-
possessed son-of-a-bitch would make such a claim and accusation!
5468    Therefore, know for a fact:  anyone who teaches, "god the father, god the son, god the holy ghost" is a god-
damned demon in the flesh!  Sodom and Gomorrah put together were not as putrid as that 'doctrine'!
5469    When the Kings of Sodom and the Kings of Gomorrah come to give full account for their whoredoms, even the 
murder of their infant sons by sodomous rape, and the murder of their infant daughters who suffered more, they will 
be met with more mercy and more righteous respect than those who come to give account with:  "god-the-father-god-
the-son-god-the-holy-ghost" upon them!
5470    And though the Kings of Sodom will come with the murder of their sons upon them, by sodomy before the 
blood of birth was wiped from their little bodies:  I will greet them as an erring brother compared to those who come 
with the 'trinity' upon them!
5471    Yea!  Though the Kings of Gomorrah come with the blood of the wombs of their daughters upon them before 
they were wiped of the afterbirth waters, I will meet them as mischievous children compared to those who come with 
the pollution of this damnable doctrine upon them:  defaming The Most High, falsely accusing my mother, Mariah, and 
offending me without measure!
5472    And you think Lord El Aku is evil!
5473    You can rest assured that the demonic sons-of-bitches you listen to from the pulpits of 'christianity' will say so!
5474    But let the sons-of-bitches say what they will:
5475    In the Day of Holocaust when they get their 'meeting-in-the-air', and in the Years of Tribulation when they eat 
their own children and their own dung, which is better than they deserve:  they'll be singing an entirely different song!
5476    They'll call upon anyone – El Aku or Satan himself – to be merciful and rescue them from the harvest of their 
own doings!
5477    And they won't be alone!
5478    The cowardly bastards who immersed themselves in the vile whoredoms and narcotics of Janis Joplin, Jane 
Fonda, Doctor Timothy Learey, and the rest of those god-damned advocates of racemixing and communism will be 
well represented!  And not a one of them will escape either!  (Janis Joplin and Doctor Timothy Leary are both burning 
in Hell and the rest of that damnable crowd, including Jane Fonda, will be.)
5479    Next in line, but no worse, are those who think the 'cross' is anything but an emblem and instrument of death!
5480    If you want to know where to find death:  both of the body and of the soul, then look for the emblem of death, 
for everything under it and connected to it is death!  And, I don't give a damn what the trappings and appearances are!
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5481    And you think Lord El Aku is evil!
5482    And where in the hell did anyone ever get the idea that I was never married?!  It is a matter of law that all men 
should bring up seed – children – in Israel or not present themselves at the Temple!  According to that law, a man had 
to bring up children to Israel before his fortieth year!  I didn't last that long, nor was I intended to last that long:  but 
while I did last I was expected to keep and obey all Holy Law of which children was one!
5483    I was born into Israel as a Jew, and became an Essene, but that did not exempt Holy Law!
5484    You can read of my wife:  Veronica as she is called, but her name was, Verone (pronounced with an 'o' as in 
VER-OWN)!  It was she that took her scarf and wiped my face during the trip to Golgotha.  As my last act of affection 
for her, I left the image of my face on her scarf.  She became the wife of my brother Barabas and died with him at 
Masada.  It was Verone's and Barabas' bodies that were found there in 1969 by your reckoning, and accounted by 
Donovan Joyce.  She burned the imaged scarf and threw the ashes into the wind before she and Barabas committed 
suicide rather than become slaves and servants of the Roman Babylonian pagans.
5485    And you think Lord El Aku is evil?  What in the hell do you think those god-damned, lying, deceived, demonic, 
paganistic, all-believing and totally non-knowing 'christians' are?
5486    That Lord El Aku has tremendous powers, there is no doubt, nor is there any question!  But his powers are 
neither 'evil', nor used for 'evil'!  He does, just by taking thought, bring hell and fury down on those who make the 
mistake of offending him; as he did on the Masonic Red Lodge at Indianapolis, Halloween, 1963; and Richmond, from 
where he was railroaded, on several occasions since.  He's never slapped down anyone who didn't need it, but there 
have been those who were in proximity of the doomed that were injured and killed because of their association or their 
ignorance!  Even so, being close to a son-of-a-bitch, regardless of the reasoning, is justifiable cause to die the death of 
that son-of-a-bitch!
5487    And finally:
5488    How in the hell can you have The Testimony of The Most High and still think, and; Yes, even accuse; The 
Anointed of That Very Testimony, of being evil?
5489    By what god-damned nitwit supposition can you be so halfcocked and hypocritical?
5490    Your only reasoning is deadly accurate:  'years of Christian programming'!  And anyone that thinks Satan hasn't 
infected the very depth of your being with those 'christian' paganisms and their sewer-pit delusions is a damned fool!

5491    Lord Hammerlin:  I need another drink.

5492    Lord Horus:  The Pope is going to need one too, when he reads that!

5493    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  I didn't mean to offend you, Lord Immanuel, really I didn't.  
But I saw Lord El Aku kick our minister right in the face!  Our son, Donald was being prayed over, and Lord El Aku 
kicked the both of them without warning.  He really hurt Reverend Watson, and then looked down at him and said, "A 
blessing of Jehovah!"

5494    Lord Immanuel:  And he saved your son from a Damnation in the process!
5495    I've seen these god-damned, self-appointed, teachers-of-god suckering people down on their knees all over the 
landscape and 'praying' for them!  And it angers me to the very extreme!
5496    They'll all burn in hell by the time I'm through with them for it!
5497    And by what god-damned standard do you think Lord El Aku was doing anything but The Most High's will 
when he knocked that bastardly, demonic, son-of-a-bitch off your son's back?
5498    It's just that kind of programming that has sent hundreds of thousands right into the Firepits of Hell!  Lord El 
Aku should have slapped your 'Reverend' Carl Monroe Watson with a Curse of The Anointed just to see the worms 
eat!
5499    As for your son, he's about as intelligent as a rotten rock and about as moral as a whoremonger.  It's no wonder, 
though, look at his father!  Donald is a perfect image!
5500    As concerns the 'blessing of Jehovah'; since that's one of the paganistic pollutions – it doesn't exist!  And that's 
what Lord El Aku delivered:  nothing!

5501    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  But the preacher said:  'we have to accept Jesus' and if we 
do, Jesus will heal us of all our afflictions!'.
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5502    Lord Immanuel:  I don't give a damn what the preacher said!
5503    There are exactly two entities who outrank me:  The Most High, always; and Lord El Aku in war!  And unless 
your god-damned 'preacher' has authority over The Most High – at whose directives all these things are – then I 
wouldn't concern myself at anything that lying son-of-a-bitch said!
5504    If there was any credence whatsoever to 'what-the-preacher-said' then let me remind you:
5505    They claim that 'gee-sus' paid the penalty of Ish's sin, which is death.
5506    Then if those deluded sons-of-bitches are 'forgiven' of those 'sins':  why in the hell are they still dying?
5507    If the debt is paid; and the debt was, and still is:  death; then why are 'christians' still dying?
5508    And you can start with the Popes!

5509    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  Did we understand you to say that Lord El Aku outranks 
you?

5510    Lord Immanuel:  You sure as hell did!
5511    I rank him in the Temple and in all Priestly functions;
5512    Lord Horus ranks him in the Courts of Judgment;
5513    Lord Hammerlin ranks him in the Studies (schools); but Lord El Aku outranks all of us in War and in military 
applications!
5514    So you will understand:  Lord Hammerlin is his Command Executive Officer – I am his Field Executive Officer 
– Lord Sargasus is his Staff Executive Officer and his Second in Command in his absence due to our other duties; and 
Lord Horus is his Adjutant!
5515    We perform these military duties in addition to our own offices and commands.
5516    As you can see, we serve each other as necessity dictates.

5517    Lord Hammerlin:  When we go out on mission, we take our armies and retain command over them just as Field 
Commanders do in any other such military operation; but we fight when and where and against whom Lord El Aku 
directs us.
5518    In war, he's the chief over us, even though he takes his orders from higher Commanders if that's where we are 
assigned, or directly from The Most High, Himself, if The Almighty chooses to use us as the elite unit we are.

5519    Lord Horus:  And you may as well know right now:  we do not find anything wrong with that!
5520    Lord El Aku is the best, most destructive, unpredictable, and toughest disciplinarian, Field Commander this 
side of The Veil!
5521    The Most High, Himself, says so, but we've served under him and know for a firsthand fact!

5522    Lord Immanuel:  And when the fat's really in the fire, you'll find him to be the first one in and the last one out!

5523    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  How can we know that all this is true?  Our multi-blind 
copying procedure is good, but these things are hard to believe.

5524    Lord Immanuel:  Well spoken!
5525    However, every word hereof can be verified by The Proof of Anointing as with every word out of the mouth of 
The Anointed Lord El Aku.
5526    And you're not going to get anything else!
5527    All the 'signs' and 'wonders' are nothing more than excuses to defame Lord El Aku and these scriptures when 
you ask for halfwit 'christianized' versions of documentations.
5528    Are you aware that Lord El Aku is the only Anointed ever to have to have outside Testimony and 
Communications to document his appointment?  He is!  And that your generation is so damnably demonic that even 
The Testimony of The Most High – who documented each and every Anointed – isn't sufficient?!
5529    Did you get that?
5530    Even The Word of The Most High isn't acceptable as truth in your generation!
5531    It's no wonder you're the Generation of Fire.
5532    And we don't want you to 'believe'; that's for the damned 'christians':  we want you to "know"!
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5533    Lord Horus:  I won't hold my breath.

5534    Lord Hammerlin:  Me either.
5535    This damnable generation would rather walk directly into the Main Gates of Hell with their stupidities intact, 
than to know the Messiah of their Generation – or the process of their rescue!

5536    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  But, Lord Immanuel, there have been miracles in the 
churches, and done in your name!

5537    Lord Immanuel:  You halfwitted ninny!  My 'name' has never been used to perform a miracle because it won't 
work as such!
5538    My 'name' is not, never was, and never will be 'Jesus' or any such title with or without a 'christ' attached!

5539    [INSERT:  "Jesus" is a modern pollution of the ancient name Zeus!  Zeus was the 'father' of all the other 'gods', 
thus came the blasphemy that Immanuel was also The Most High, and the equally damnable 'god-the-father, god-the 
son, god-the holy ghost' blasphemy!]

5540    (Lord Immanuel, continuing) And I have performed no miracles whatsoever since My Anointed Reign ended!  
Anyone that says different is a liar, even if they're too stupid and ignorant to know it.
5541    But you ought to get it through your thick head that the Lord Satan who is worshipped at Sunday services, 
Christmas and Easter, and all the other Catholic holidays is an extremely powerful being.  He is not the weak-kneed 
namby-pamby with a terminal streak of hard luck your jackass preachers claim him to be!  He has more capability 
than all your god-damned miracle workers put together, is more devious than all your god-damned politicians and 
manipulators put together, and can and will do whatever is necessary to deceive you 'christians' into staying within his 
demonic fold.  Lord Lucifer uses your absence of knowledge to give possibility to injected guilts which are the sole 
substance of 'christian churches' with their, "your" sins, "your" iniquities (which most of them haven't the slightest idea 
what an 'iniquity' actually is!), and the rest of "your" shortness of the 'glory-of-god'!  Since you only 'know' what little 
you've been told to 'believe', it's no wonder he has a stranglehold on your whole worthless generation.
5542    You can 'justify' remaining an ignorant jackass any way you want:  'my father and mother were good people, 
they lived the church all their lives'; if they did, they're burning in hell for their paganisms, whether you like it or not!  
'I saw the man in our church heal conditions the doctors had given up on' . . . Undoubtedly!  And if they were done 'in 
the name of Jesus', Lord Lucifer was the actual healer!
5543    You can bellow 'Immanuel', 'Joshua', 'Joseph' or anything else you can dream up until you turn blue in the face, 
but not a damned thing is going to occur towards accomplishing a miracle!  And those are my names!
5544    Anyone that claims any powers or authorities from me:  the Firstborn Son of The Most High; is a damned liar!  
Even Lord El Aku makes no such claim, because his powers and authorities are not from me, but from The Most 
High!  Anyone that makes any claim or invocations reputedly "in my name" is working sorcery – demon black magic 
if you must – regardless of the claims or results!
5545    And on the subject of 'names':  if you will read in those few scriptures you have left, you will find that 
somewhere in the scheme of things, there will be those who have a name that no one else knows!  That is to prevent 
that name from being used by the nitwit and demonic elements!  To invoke any name, or to do anything 'in' any name, 
without that being's permission is Blasphemy!  Even if you don't have the name right, and intend your effort to 
represent such a one:  It's still Blasphemy!
5546    During my Reign I gave explicit instructions to all my people, but those instructions and teachings have been 
distorted to an extreme degree by both the 'translators' of Rome and all those ever since.  However, the use of names, 
even reputedly my own, was never given!
5547    If you don't think so, then find those references as they are written and try it!
5548    It won't work!
5549    'Jesus' won't work and 'Immanuel' won't work!
5550    The only time 'Jesus' will work is in a state of hypnosis, self-injected or otherwise, and Lord Lucifer's 
assistance!  Try it in a calm and non-emotional manner and you'll see firsthand that 'Jesus' doesn't work!
5551    However, all this 'in-the-name-of' came about because of a very dangerous condition in Holy Law!  Those who 
really are of The Most High have names with power!  Because each and every word and thought and deed concerning 
those names is witnessed directly then and there by The Most High!  Those names are respected by those of The Most 
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High and extremely hated and feared by those of Lord Lucifer!  Knowing which is which gives the Knower a great 
deal of protection if they have to use it!
5552    I said that there was a very dangerous condition in Holy Law, and that's exactly what I meant!  Use the name of 
Lord El Aku in your jackassing and you've just documented your god-damned doings in the Very Face of The Most 
High!
5553    Now, god-damn it:  that's dangerous!
5554    Use any other 'name', such as 'Jesus', and you've committed paganism!
5555    Take your choice.

5556    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  Then you, Lord Immanuel, actually had nothing whatsoever 
to do with any miracles in any church, regardless?

5557    Lord Immanuel:  Only during my Reign as Anointed.

5558    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  May we use the name of Lord El Aku?

5559    Lord Immanuel:  Not without his permission, and even then I'd be damned careful.  His name is heard always 
in The Ear of The Most High so be extremely careful.  Use it wrongly, or in a halfcocked manner and you're going to 
get yourself in one hell of a lot of trouble that there's no escape from!  If you want to destroy yourself, using the name 
of Lord El Aku, or anyone else of his station, is as good a process as any.  Just jackass it, just once!  That's all there is 
to it.
5560    I'd be more concerned with survival than El Aku's name.  Your generation isn't overstocked with time, you 
know.

5561    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  When will the Holocaust happen?

5562    Lord Immanuel:  That depends on whether you keep super-tooth in office or not!  According to the present 
stranglehold encroachments toward Total Global Enslavement, brought about by David Rockefeller's One Worlders of 
which James Earl Carter and all his cabinet are puppets and members – which create the thought processes toward that 
end with the full blessings of Rome and all 'christians'; the day of the Big Boom is:  August 9th, 1999; at least as it 
looks now according to present thinking!

5563    [INSERT:  The nation woke up to President James Carter's puppeting to David Rockefeller's strings, and 
bought us a bit of very valuable time by voting him out of office.  Holocaust is an earth surface hell beyond 
imagination, and it's still on the clock!]

5564    However:  The Most High has not declared the exact time or date, and should thinking change – the day of the 
Big Boom could change!  But don't hold your breath.  The advancements of Lucifer are too far along for him to back 
up or permit delays, and those Christians', liberals, traitors, and One Worlders, are all too anxious to have absolute 
power now while they're still alive to enjoy it!  Total Global Enslavement won't be worth a damn to them once they're 
dead, and they damned well know it!

5565    Lord Hammerlin:  That's one of the reasons 'your' projects and 'your' terms and 'your' preferences are so 
damnably dangerous!  You're cutting your own throat by squandering the logistics and running yourself out of time to 
make proper preparations!

5566    Lord Horus:  And of course, in That Day you'll blame Lord El Aku, and Curse The Most High for your 
sufferings!

5567    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  How long will the Holocaust and Tribulations last?

5568       Lord Hammerlin:  Being the physicist, "One hell of a lot longer than your god-damned 'preachers' claim!"
5569    The wars will erupt time and again and be called separate events, but they will actually be battles in the great 
war!  That will happen over a period of about thirty-five years!
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5570    It will take another thirty-five years for the pestilences of aftereffects to be reduced to some near tolerable level; 
and then the hallelujah halfwit bastards will really blow things to hell and back!
5571    Then, they'll get another thirty-five years or so of more Tribulations!
5572    However, when the last blow comes to pass, people will have had enough 'preachers' on one hand and 
'politicians' on the other.  That's when they'll send for leadership and rulers of The Elect Remnant generation of the one 
hundred and forty-four thousand (144,000)!

5573    Lord Immanuel:  And there's not going to be a 'rapture', 'second coming' or 'meeting-in-the-air' before all these 
things to rescue those god-damned, paganistic, deluded 'christians'!  Everything they have coming to them will be 
delivered at Ground Zero or in the horrors that will follow!
5574    And even then the bastards will be "praising 'Jesus'"!

5575    Lord Horus:  From the Abomination of Desolation until the Days of Restoration will be about one hundred 
twenty years (120)!
5576    That's what Lord El Aku has to prepare The Elect Remnant for and what he must train them to maintain!  You 
couldn't live long enough to produce a next generation without The Most High being your protection, and you sit back 
and defame, niggerize, backstab and infect the very person and Prophet The Most High sent for your rescue!
5577    So make damned sure you understand:  the very instant Lord El Aku dies in your generation, the world is 
doomed and so are you!
5578    He is the one in Revelation who has been given a mighty sword and power to take peace from the earth!
5579    That sword is horrendous!  He already has it, and there are very few even here in the Heavens with the 
capability of its use!  There are none in the earth who can handle it, and probably not even lift it.  Even so, when he 
draws it and declares that Curse upon you:  Abidjan, Ivory Coast; Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; Accra, Ghana; 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Aden, Yemen; Algiers, Algeria; Al Kuwait, Kuwait; Amman, Jordan; Amsterdam, 
Netherlands; Andorra la Vella, Andorra; Ankara, Turkey; Apia, Western Samoa; Asuncion, Paraguay; Athens, Greece; 
Baghdad, Iraq; Baile Atha Cliath, Eire; Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei; Bangkok, Thailand; Bangui, Central African 
Republic; Banjul, Gambia; Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe; Basseterre, St. Christopher; Beruit, Lebanon; Belfast, Northern 
Ireland; Belgrade, Yugoslavia; Belmopan, Belize; Berlin, East Germany; Berne, Switzerland; Bissau, Portuguese 
Guinea; Bogota, Columbia; Bonn, West Germany; Brasilia, Brazil; Brazzaville, Congo; Bridgetown, Barbados; 
Bruxelles, Belgium; Bucharest, Rumania; Budapest, Hungary; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Bujumbura, Burundi; Cairo, 
Egypt; Canberra, Australia; Cape Town, South Africa; Castries, St. Lucia; Cayenne, French Guiana; Colombo, Sri 
Lanka; Conakry, Guinea; Copenhagen, Denmark; Dacca, Bangladesh; Dakar, Senegal; Damascus, Syria; Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania; Dili, Portutuese Timor; Djakarta, Indonesia; Djibouti, Territory of the Afars and Issas; Doha, Qatar; 
Edinburgh, Scotland; El Aaiun, Spanish Sahara; Fort de France, Martinique; Freetown, Sierra Leone; Gaborone, 
Botswana; Georgetown, Guyana; Georgetown, Cayman Island; Gibraltar, Gibraltar; Godthab, Greenland; Guatemala 
City, Guatemala; Hamilton, Bermuda; Hanoi, Vietnam; Havana, Cuba; Helsinki, Finland; Islamabad, Pakistan; 
Jerusalem, Israel; Kabul, Afghanistan; Kampala, Uganda; Kathmandu, Nepal; Khartoum, Sudan; Kigali, Rwanda; 
Kingston, Jamaica; Kingstown, St. Vincent; Kinshasa, Zaire; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Lagos, Nigeria; La Paz, 
Bolivia; Lhasa, Tibet; Libreville, Gabon; Lima, Peru; Lome, Togo; London, England; Luanda, Angola; Lusaka, 
Zambia; Luxembourg, Luxembourg; Macao, Macao; Madrid, Spain; Malabo, Equatorial Guinea; Male, Maldives; 
Managua, Nicaragua; Manama, Bahrain; Maseru, Lesotho; Mbabane, Swaziland; Mecca, Saudi Arabia; Monaco, 
Monaco; Monrovia, Liberia; Montevideo, Uruguay; Moroni, Comoro Islands; Moskva, Russia; Muscat, Oman; 
Nairobi, Kenya; Nassau, Bahamas; N'Djamena, Chad; New Delhi, India; Niamey, Niger; Nouakchott, Mauritania; 
Noumea, New Caledonia; Nuku'alofa, Tonga; Oslo, Norway; Ouagadougou, Upper Volta; Pago Pago, American 
Samoa; Panama, Panama; Paramaribo, Surinam; Paris, France; Peking, China; Phnom Penh, Cambodia; Port au Prince, 
Haiti; Port Louis, Mauritius; Port Moresby, Papua; Port of Spain, Trinidad y Tobago; Porto-Novo, Dahomey; Prague, 
Tczechoslovakia; P'yongyang, North Korea; Quezon City, Philippines; Quito, Ecuador; Rabat, Morocco; Rangoon, 
Burma; Reykjvik, Iceland; Rome, Italy; Roseau, Dominica; St. Denis, Reunion; St. Georges, Grenada; St. Johns, 
Antigua; Salisbury, Rhodesia; San Jose, Costa Rica; San Marino, San Marino; San Salvador, El Salvador; Santiago, 
Chile; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic; Sao Tome, Sao Tome and Principe; Seoul, South Korea; Singapore, 
Singapore; Sofia, Bulgaria; Stockholm, Sweden; Suva, Fiji; Taipei, Taiwan; Tananarive, Malagasy Republic; Tehran, 
Iran; Thimphu, Bhutan; Tirane, Albania; Tokyo, Japan; Tripoli, Libya; Tunis, Tunisia; Ulan Bator, Mongolia; Vaduz, 
Liechtenstein; Vienna, Austria; Vientiane, Laos; Vila, New Hebrides; Warsaw, Poland; Wellington, New Zealand; 
Willemstad, Netherland Antilles; Windhoek, South West Africa; Yaounde, Cameroon; Zomba, Malawi; and a few 
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dozen other places!; Mexico City, Mexico; Washington, D.C.; and Ottawa, Canada:  all have special invocations for 
them!  You're going to get a very good taste of just how horrendous Lord El Aku's sword is and just how much power 
to take peace from the earth he really has!
5580    I assure you, long before he's through with the invocation, you'll all be bellowing for him to have the mercy on 
you that none of you have shown to him!  And you'll be wasting your breath.
5581    Lord Immanuel won't help you; he'll be mounted and ready to ride!  Lord Hammerlin won't help you; he'll be 
master-minding the destructions!  I won't help you; you god-damned well have it coming to the nth (finite) degree!
5582    The Most High won't help you; he has sworn by his own self to not even interrupt!
5583    If you think you can find anyplace where hell itself isn't going to be rampant, then show me a nation beyond 
Lord El Aku's reach; show me a city beyond Lord El Aku's reach; and show me a people who have shown him the 
Honor of his Office!

5584    Lord Immanuel:  If you think all those god-damned bawling and bellowing 'preachers' are raising hell during 
their 'sermons', just wait till my brother, Lord El Aku begins reading the riot act!  They'll be in one hell of a lot better 
mood to bawl all over the landscape and bellow so as to shake the foundations of hell, and they'll have damned good 
reason for both!
5585    Repentance won't be worth a damn once Elly begins speaking, and neither will all the rest of their god-damned 
endeavors!
5586    They'll come bringing their wealth, their congregations, ranting and raving promises they won't keep now – and 
won't help them then – smashing their beads and idols like a bunch of niggers at a power failure, and to just about as 
much good!  They want to impress one another now, and that's all they'll have to listen to them then – none of which 
can help them one damned iota!

5587    Lord Hammerlin:  The die will have been cast, and it will take three to four generations for it to cool enough to 
be worked to a finish!
5588    The slaggards will have asked for death in their damnable grinning stupidity, and death they will get!

5589    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  I can't believe Lord El Aku would leave Proven Knowers out 
in the nations to die when he brings all this down on those whom you despise!

5590    Lord Immanuel:  By God, you'd better believe it!

5591    Lord Horus:  You sure as hell had!  The Refuges will be occupied only by those who have made all the 
qualifications and supported their construction and preparation!  No one, Proven Knower or not, is going to be granted 
entrance that has not earned the right, both by obedience and direct involvement!
5592    And yes!  That means tithing!

5593    Lord Immanuel:  It sure does!
5594    And not on 'your' schedule either.

5595    Question by Priestess Charlene Elizabeth Reston:  We know that Lord El Aku has a living son.  Will that son 
be given Refuge?

5596    Lord Immanuel:  Not as things stand now, nor as they appear to be for some time to come.  Therefore:  if Lord 
El Aku's only child can't get a free ride, you can damned well bet your best beer bucket no one else is going to get one 
either!

5597    (Priest James D. Ellis) Close.  We have no further questions.

5598    Lord Immanuel:  Then make damned sure you get this last point straight and understood:
5599    Every word hereof applies to all Proven Knowers!
5600    Every word hereof applies to all 'christians'!
5601    Every word hereof applies to all The Elect Remnant!  And anything else you might want to know can be 
obtained from Lord El Aku who is alive among you and Commissioned and Authorized!
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5602    Lord Horus:  The choice of life or death is yours; whether you will be intelligent enough to choose life is 
doubtful, even with Lord El Aku's help!

5603    Lord Hammerlin:  Our testimony of our brother, Lord El Aku, hopefully has not been in vain, even though we 
know there are those who will be stupid enough to want 'other' verification and 'more' evidences.  Whatever else you 
want besides The Proof of Anointing which is The Testimony of The Most High:  you're not going to get it!

5604    Lord Immanuel:  And that's final.  Priests, Priestesses, we bid you farewell.

NOTHING FOLLOWS

5605    [INSERT:  This is the entire transcript.  The following is the transcript of verification via Seraphim 
Amatraelonael.  There are sections in this transcript in parentheses () that mention pages, et cetera, and these are but 
references to the pages, et cetera, in the original transcript and not the pages of this volume!
5606    Be sure you understand:  Should you become a Proven Knower of The Great Testimony, do NOT waste any 
more of your time questioning what The Most High has already told you is the Truth!  There are those who always 
involve themselves in tangents of nonsense because the world does not adhere to their preferences.  Do NOT be 
accounted among such!  There are those who always attempt to set their own reputed intelligence above those who 
have earned a higher station with The Most High and will spare no effort to bring any and all down to their own 
obviously worthless level.  Do NOT be accounted among those either.  And there are those who always attempt to 
present their station with The Most High as superior to others in all matters.  Do NOT be counted among any such 
unless you intend to lose your own Holy Seal for direct disobedience.
5607    That said, do NOT concern yourself with the bellowings and whinings of those who will not prepare 
themselves and establish their understanding in accordance with Holy Law to become a True Proven Knower.  Such 
responsibility is upon each individual alone, and the worst hell has to offer is reserved for those who prevent, deny or 
denigrate such information or access to it.  The above communiqué is there for all.  Whether anybody likes the content 
or not is of no consequence to those who will know.]

SERAPHIM AMATRAELONAEL OF THE HOLY PRESENCE

5608    Council of Gnostics verification and commentary as given by Seraphim Amatraelonael of The Holy Presence:
5609    "The record you have is accurate, and the Divine Horsemen have given access to their records that 
clarifications might be made available should there be any additional questions.
5610    "The first question to show itself as such is the point of distance of Pluto's orbit (on page seven):  the statement 
is, "the distance of Pluto's orbit" and it does not mean diameter; it's a reference to the length of Pluto's orbit were it in 
a straight line.
5611    "The next point is the half-inch in a DemonWarrior's helmet, and that's just about how big it would be if it 
were translated to earth standards!
5612    "Lord Immanuel's remark "that half-breed nigger:  Nimrod"! (on page nine) should be put in proper context.  
None of the High Lords are of the opinion that all Blacks, Accursed Cushites or otherwise, are under the Curse of Noe 
(Noah), but those who want to act and think like the Accurseds of Canain (Accursed Canaan) are welcome to do so 
and are then and there considered, "nigger"!  Lord Immanuel makes the same reference and in the same context (on 
page Thirty-Eight).  However, it should be noted that even The Most High considers all racemixers to be under the 
Curse!
5613    "(On page eleven) Lord Immanuel gives a few of his academic credentials, and the question arose but remained 
unasked, as to Lord El Aku's mastery of languages in this generation.  the best we can determine – and that from his 
Lordship himself, is – "I read, write, and speak West Virginian!"  He has no other languages of earth at his command.
5614    "(Pages fifteen and continuing) declare the sole and exclusive righteous recipient of The Most High's tithes and 
offerings as being Lord El Aku instead of any other person or organization.  it should be noted that in the Holocaust, 
all these 'churches' and 'charities' will abandon their charges without exception.  There will be nothing that can be done 
to save the victims who live and maintain on these charities, and those who're now being paid to care for them will 
know that beyond doubt and choose to save only themselves and their own families.  That's a horrible situation, but 
coming nevertheless.  When the first realities of Thermo-War set in and food and water becomes priceless, those 
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'preachers' and 'ministers' will have grabbed everything they can get their hands on and left their congregations behind!
5615    "(Pages eighteen and nineteen) account but a few of the very damnable things thought and supposed of Lord El 
Aku, but he's not like that at all.  It might be of interest to note that those who think, suppose, and claim such things 
against Lord El Aku are the very ones who are that immoral!
5616    "(Twenty and Twenty-One and continuing) give account of those conditions that would prevail should Lord El 
Aku die:  and what is contained therein are but a few of the Horribles that would happen and become inescapable; but 
it should be known to all that Lord El Aku is in great personal danger, and there are plans from government and 
churches to have him murdered by any process they can accomplish!  Then too, there are the 'christian' and other 
fanatics who are always running loose without emotional self-control ever since gun control became the law of the 
land and 'liberals' have held their treasons over the people.
5617    "(Page Twenty-Seven) Is the beginning of where Lord Immanuel vents a bit of his rage, and the light energies 
here in The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths show that he has tremendous control over his temper!  
It would not be a good idea to keep bringing up 'what-the-preacher-said' to either of the High Lords as they've just 
about taken all that nonsense they're going to.
5618    "When Lord Horus named off a few of the cities and nations that are doomed to catch hell of the first 
magnitude (on pages Thirty-Seven and Thirty-Eight), for some reason the communicators seemed to think that only 
these cities were to be bombed!  That just is not the case.  Some of these cities won't be bombed at all, but none of 
these cities or nations will escape the harsh realities of thermonuclear aftereffects that could very well exterminate 
humanity and all other life off planet earth!
5619    "And as for the Holy Cities, Mecca, Saudi Arabia and Jerusalem, Israel, and all those Holy Places he shall 
ordain, et cetera, Lord El Aku's invocation of Curses will be against those people within those cities who are a moral 
pollution and not against the cities themselves or the righteous inhabitants within those boundaries; as there are Holy 
Places therein which Lord El Aku does not want desecrated or destroyed!
5620    "None of the peoples, cities, states, providences and/or nations have recognized the appointment of Lord El 
Aku and are therefore to receive their fair share of the wrath of The Most High!  Whether a person is 'christian', 
Jewish, Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, Shinto, Coptic or any other 'religion', they are not exempt from the Holy Law, and 
that means the recognition of The Most High's Anointed Witness, among many other things!
5621    "Mighty is The Most High in His Creations!  Blessed is he that comes in The Authority of The Most High, even 
Lord El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH:  He That is Called by The Name of God!"

NOTHING FOLLOWS

Verified:  June 27th, 1980, Council of Gnostics 1980-1985.
Chicago, Illinois.
Received:  July 8th, 1980.

S/Lord El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH,
T/Lord El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH,
St. Petersburg, Florida.

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

5622    ""In your patience, possess your souls.
5623    ""For the demons dwell in the Temples of Death and in all the Offices of Government.  Therefore, is your own 
soul in your own hands to be accounted upon your own head.
5624    ""It is not given unto any other to deliver any soul unto Me save their own; thus, My Salvation is not of any 
other, but of the soul itself.
5625    ""I, The Most High Lord of Spirits, am all salvation.""
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